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Signs of Spring 
EVERY YEAR, WHEN THOSE OF US IN SYRACUSE 
are wondering if spring will ever come, the anniver-
sary of the University's founding on March 24, 
1870, arrives. This annual event gives us an oppor-
tunity to reflect on our heritage and display some 
well-deserved Orange pride. 
Originally founded as Genesee College in Lima, 
New York, Syracuse University began as the hope-
ful dream of Methodist Episcopal Church leaders. 
A few years later it was relocated to Syracuse, 
which was considered a more suitable home for an 
emerging institution of higher learning with a 
national reputation. 
As part of the Syracuse University alumni family, 
I hope you show your SU pride every day. I also 
hope that each year when the third week of March 
approaches - hopefully with the first signs of 
spring in upstate New York-you will pause and 
think about your beloved alma mater and your time 
on the Hill. Think about those who came before 
you and helped make our University great. 
Consider the students who are here today, benefit-
ing from the commitment and generosity of thou-
sands of a lumni. Stop and think about what you 
can do to be a loyal alumnus, such as joining your 
local alumni club, giving to the academic program 
of your choice, or buying a paver in the Orange 
Grove. How you choose to express your gratitude 
and commitment to SU is a personal decision. I 
only ask that you make a decision and act on it. 
Lil Breul O'Rourke '77 
Associate Vice President for Alumni Relations 
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Multicolored Cheers 
When John Trever '65 recalls 
the day the Syracuse Uni-
versity football team played Holy 
Cross during his junior year, it 
isn't the game he remembers, 
but the action in the stands. 
Armed with a bullhorn, he stood 
on the field and directed fellow 
students in one of the Uni-
versity's most colorful traditions: 
placard cheering. Signaling fans 
to hold up the correct colored 
placard at the precisely timed 
moment, Trever, along with 
classmates Diane Dusinberre '65 
and James Marshall '65, helped 
orchestrate the simulated image 
of an arrow flying toward its tar-
get- the Holy Cross eagle mas-
cot. "My first love was placard 
cheering, " said Trever, an editor-
ial cartoonist at the Albuquerque 
(New Mexico) Journal. " It was 
fun to design those cheers and 
see my ideas come to reality. " 
Trever was a member of the 
Traditions Commission, a long-
standing student-run group that 
organized freshman orientation 
activities and initiated and en-
couraged participation in count-
less campus traditions. The 
group introduced placard cheer-
ing at SU in 1950, adopting the 
practice from other schools. The 
commission also oversaw the 
"Goon Squad," a group of soph-
omores who organized placard 
cheering as part of their overall 
duties to familiarize freshmen 
with college life. 
As Trever recalls, before each 
football game in Archbold Sta-
dium, Goons ushered freshmen 
(or "frosh," as they were called) 
into the student section, present-
ing them with the tools for plac-
ard cheering: a "laundry slip" 
that listed the cheers planned for 
the game and indicated which 
color placard to hold up at a par-
ticular time, and three two-sided 
placards of blue, orange, yellow, 
red, white, or green. During the 
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Placard cheering was introduced by the University's Traditions Commission in 1950 and remained popular for two decades. 
game, junior and senior Traditions Com-
mission members called out cheers from 
the field, choosing from a repertoire that 
included a halftime salute to the band 
(placards depicted a yellow trumpet and 
the word BAND against a green back-
drop), a recreation of the colorful NBC 
peacock for use during televised games, 
and the "taming" of the Penn State 
Nittany Lion (LION followed by PURR) . 
Pulling off these spirited feats required 
a tremendous amount of pregame plan-
ning. Trever remembers a labor-inten-
sive process that involved tedious logis-
tical coordination on the part of Tradi-
tions Commission members. They first 
designed the cheers on graph paper to 
determine which colors were needed to 
create the desired effect and where and 
when the placards should be displayed. 
Next, they assigned colors for each cheer 
to more than 1,000 seats in the stadium. 
"We sat around a long table in the 
Women's Building, passed the laundry 
slips out, and marked them up individu-
ally with colored pencils," Trever says 
with a laugh. "This was in the days 
before computers!" 
Despite their best efforts the cheers 
rarely came off without a hitch. 
"Placard cheering provided a nice 
splash of color," Trever says. "But there 
was always someone holding up the 
wrong card." He says the best view of 
placard cheering went to the alumni 
who sat across the field. "I remember 
one cheer designed especially for them," 
he says. "Imagine the word 'ALUMS' 
flashed against a sea of 
orange-the first four letters in 
looked forward to them," says Trever. 
" It was an important part of the Univer-
sity experience." - Lindsay Beller 
white, and the final letter a 
green dollar sign." 
The tradition of placard 
cheering remained popular with 
SU students for two decades, 
until the Traditions Commis-
sion decided to end it in 1970. 
At that time, the group reorga-
nized its activities in response 
to the changing mood on cam-
pus, a reflection of the increas-
ing political, social, and cultur-
al upheaval across the nation. 
Although placard cheering fell 
by the wayside, the commis-
sion continued to carry on 
such SU traditions as planning 
orientation activities for incom-
ing freshmen. "You expected 
these kinds of traditions and 
SU Plates 
New York State residents can show their 
Orange pride with Syracuse University 
custom license plates. The plates, available 
for vehicles registered in the state, are 
offered through an agreement between SU 
and the New York State Department of 
Motor Vehicles. 
Individuals interested in ordering the 
plates can complete an application form 
found at the SU web site (www.syr. edu/ 
bkstjgeneralj dmv.html) or provided by the 
University's Office of Trademark Licensing 
(315-443-2838). 
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~at Lakes tour:co-host Thomas Gaughan (center) and SU alumni gather 
abo~rd the MV qolumbus during their trip last falL 
ALUMNI TRAVEL 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
• .. . . . . . 
PortHuron e· 
A Grand Time on the Great Lakes 
The ships that once transported peo-
ple and freight throughout the Great 
Lakes region were retired during the 
1920s and '30s. However, in recent years 
the grand tradition of cruising on the 
lakes has returned, and a group of SU 
alumni took advantage of this fantastic 
adventure last fall. "We really enjoyed 
ourselves, " says Thomas Gaughan, 
director of gift and estate planning in 
SU's Division of Institutional Advance-
ment. Gaughan co-hosted the tour with 
his wife Karen, senior director of devel-
opment in the College of Human Ser-
vices and Health Professions. 
Alumni spent the first day and night 
of the tour in Port Huron, Michigan, 
Thomas Edison's birthplace. "The whole 
city of Port Huron is 
devoted to Edison," says 
Gaughan, who spent a 
Columbus, a 6-deck, 472-foot cruise ship 
built in 1997 that boasts such amenities 
as a library, an exercise room with a 
sauna, two restaurants, two bars, a 
swimming pool, boutique, hair salon, 
and photo lab. The ship began its jour-
ney heading north on Lake Huron into 
Georgian Bay, then traveled to Lake 
Superior and Lake Michigan before 
returning to Port Huron. The vessel 
sailed at night, arriving at its given des-
tination at dawn. Once docked, passen-
gers could disembark and see the sights 
at their own pace, or join such daily 
shoreline excursions as visiting muse-
ums, shopping, and exploring the 
coastal cities. "The cruise ship is ab-
solutely beautiful," Gaughan says. 
"Some members of our 
group didn' t want to 
leave the boat. " 
night at the Thomas Edi-
son Inn. "A movie re-
counting Edison's life, 
starring Mickey Rooney, is 
played regularly at the 
town's theater, and two 
museums feature Edison's 
inventions." 
FOR INFORMATION 
ON ALUMNI TRAVEL 
OPPORTUNITIES, 
contact Tina Casella 
At the ship's first stop 
at Manitoulin Island, On-
tario, alumni took a trail 
hike around Little Cur-
rent, the island's largest 
city; viewed a Native art 
exhibition; and watched 
an Indian dance and 
drum event. From there, The next day the pas-
sengers were comfortably 
settled on board the MV 
in the Office of Alumni 
Relations at 
1-Soo-SUALUMS or 
e-mail cscasell@syr.edu. 
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they traveled through the 
narrow North Channel-
only 20 miles across at its widest point-
and landed at Sault Ste. Marie, where 
they enjoyed a train ride through dense 
forests and imposing granite bluffs into 
Agawa Canyon. Next, the ship made a 
loop into Lake Superior and headed 
south back to Michigan, making its last 
stop at Mackinac Island, where mem-
bers of the tour group visited the world-
renowned Grand Hotel. "We were 
amazed by the beauty of the hotel and 
grounds, " Gaughan says. "We were 
impressed with everything- the whole 
cruise was absolutely delightful." 
- Lisa Miles 
If you want information on: 
~Alumni events 
~ The SU Alumni Online Community 
~The SU alumni club in your area 
visit the Office of Alumni Relations 
web site at www.syracuse.edu/alumni 
and click on the appropriate link, or 
callt-8oo-SUAlUMS (782-5867). 
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Photo Gallery 
Alumni Happenings 
1. The SU jersey Shore Alumni Club helped Habitat for 
Humanity build a new home. Pictured left to right: Peter 
Bass '57, Glen Kruman '74, Arlene Bluestone 'ss. Larry 
Kaplan '92, Melissa Peck '77, and Shawn Jacobowitz '94· 
2. Debbie Fritsche '74, president of the SU Alumni 
Association Board of Directors, and Chancellor Kenneth 
A. Shaw present David Marut '88 with the 2002 Young 
Alumni Award during 2002 Homecoming Weekend. Also 
pictured are Marut's wife, Carol, and daughter Lauren. 
3. The SU Alumni Club of Long Island honored the Alumni 
of the Year at the Seventh Annual Alumni Scholarship 
Dinner last October. Pictured left to right: Scott Setek 
'90, G'92, Office of Alumni Relations; Don McPherson '87, 
SU Alumni Association board member; Jane Henn, Lubin 
House; Neil Gold '70, award recipient and executive 
member of the SU Alumni Association board; Lil 
O'Rourke '77, associate vice president for alumni rela-
tions; and Jim Douglas '85, G'88, president of the SU 
Alumni Club of Long Island. 4. Students and alumni 
enjoy 2002 Homecoming Weekend on the patio of the 
Goldstein Alumni and Faculty Center. 5. Alumni gathered 
at a pregame party at the Annual Donor Recognition 
Tailgate last October at Goldstein Auditorium, Schine 
Student Center. Pictured left to right: Leslie W. Vielbig 
'57, Rosemarie Nelson '90, and her husband, Timothy A. 
Nelson '72. 
Photos courtesy of the Office of Alumni Relations 
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Notes 
Send us news of your accomplishments along with a photo. Items 
will appear in the magazine and on the SU web site. Send to: 
Alumni Editor, Alumni News, 820 Comstock Avenue, Room 308, 
Syracuse NY 13244-5040; fax 315-443-5425. 
'20s 
Rose Hildebrand Brown '25 (VPA), 
a portrait painter from Engle-
wood, Fla., celebrated her 1ooth 
birthday with family and friends. 
Born in Asheville, N.C.,in 1902, 
Brown competed in one of the 
first Miss America contests and 
was honored by the Miss America 
organization with a full-page 
biography in this year's pageant 
program. 
Bethea S. Owen '43 (VPA) of Falls 
Church, Va., exhibited her art col-
lection at the Goodwin House 
West . A painter for more than so 
years, she has worked in a variety 
of media and styles from rea listic 
to abstract. 
Helen Mollica Barolini '47 (A&S) of 
Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y., wrote 
FESTA: Recipes and Recollections of 
Italian Holidays (University of 
Wisconsin Press). 
William G. Clotworthy '48 (SDA) 
of Asheville, N.C., wrote In the 
Footsteps of George Washington 
(McDonald & Woodward Pub-
lishing Co.), a guide t o places com-
memorating the first president. 
'50s 
Mary Eshbaugh Hayes 'so 
(A& SINEW) of Aspen, Colo., was 
named the first Aspen Living 
Landmark. She wrote Aspen 
Potpourri, a cookbook featuring 
Aspen residents and t heir recipes 
and The Story of Aspen, a history 
book featuring phot ographs of 
Aspen residents and their stories. 
Joseph F. Zimmerman G'51, G'54 
(MAX), professor of political sci-
ence in the Rockefeller College of 
the State University of New York 
at Albany, wrote Interstate 
Cooperation: Compacts and 
Administrative Agreements 
(Greenwood Publishing Group). 
Paul Zuckerman 
'51 (A&S), G'66, 
G'97 (EDU) of 
Salt Lake City, 
Utah, presented 
two papers, 
"A Comparison of Copyright 
Fairness, Canada v. U.S." and "The 
Teacher/Professor Exception t o 
Work Made for Hire" at the annual 
meeting of the Health Education 
Science Communications Associa-
t ion in Winnipeg, Canada. 
Richard J. Beyer '53 (A&S), G'54 
(EDU) was inducted into the 
George Tragos/Lou Thesz 
Professional Wrestling Hall of 
Fame in Newton, Iowa. 
Jerome Mush kat '53 (A&S), G'54 
(EDU), G'64 (MAX) of Akron, Ohio, 
a professor emeritus of history at 
the University of Akron, edited A 
Citizen-Soldier 's Civil War: The 
Letters of Brevet Major General 
Alvin C. Voris (Northern Illinois 
University Press). 
Harry A. Dorian G'ss (LAW) of 
Villanova, Pa., received the 2002 
Ellis Island Medal of Honor, which 
is aw arded to U.S. citizens who 
have distinguished themselves 
among specific ethnic groups. The 
medal was awarded in recognition 
of his significant contributions as 
an Armenian American. 
David W. Bouton '58 (A&S) of 
Davenport, N.Y., is a professional 
naturalist at Mountain Meadow, a 
private nature preserve in the 
Catskill Mountains. He has stud-
ied, photographed, and raised but-
t erflies and moths for more than 
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so years and is one of the most 
experienced naturalists in the 
field of Iepidoptera in the world. 
Hall P. Groat '59 
(VPA) of Man-
lius, N.Y., created 
a portrait mon-
t age honoring 
Syracuse Univer-
sity Trustee Bill Davis for his years 
of service at Niagara Mohawk. 
James F. Dwyer 
G'6o (LAW) of 
Marcellus, N.Y., 
was selected 
as the 2002 
Distinguished 
Lawyer of the Year by the Onon-
daga County Bar Association. 
Robert W. MacFarlane '6o (MAN) 
of Falls Church, Va., retired after 
serving 33 years with the U.S. 
General Accounting Office in 
Washington, D.C. 
Leonard C. Homer '61 (A&S) an 
attorney w ith Ober/Kaler in 
Baltimore, Md., is listed in the 
2003-04 edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America for his exper-
tise in the area of health care. 
Barbara Missert Wessel '61 (A&S) 
was added to Gamma Phi Bet a 
sorority's honor rol l at its 70th 
Biennial Convention in Washington, 
D.C. Recognition is given to those 
who have had a profound impact 
on the sorority and its mission. 
-,.,.,.,= ,...,..,....., Sanford V. 
Sternlicht G'62 
(A&S) of Syra-
cuse wrote A 
Reader's Guide 
_ .._ _ _ """""" t o Modern 
American Drama (SU Press). He 
t eaches dramatic literature and 
theory in Syracuse University's 
Department of English. 
Ronald F. Daino '63 (VPA), senior 
globa l technica l strategist for 
Salomon Smith Barney, was invit-
ed to the White House t o present 
his outlook and view s on U.S. and 
global equity markets, interest 
rates, crude oil, the U.S. dollar, 
foreign currencies, and gold. 
Earl Ingersoll G'63 (A& S), an 
English professor at SUNY 
Brockport, was named Distin-
guished Professor by the State 
University of New York. Ingersoll, 
the author of eight books and 
numerous journal articles and 
reviews, is the only faculty mem-
ber at Brockport to hold both 
ranks of Distinguished Teaching 
Professor and Distinguished 
Professor. 
"""',__ John P. Malcolm 
G'63 (NEW), 
G'72 (EDU) of 
Fredonia, N.Y., 
ret ired from 
SUNY Fredonia 
after 37 years of t eaching. He is 
now a volunteer on the North 
Country trail that ext ends from 
Crown Point, N.Y., to Nort h Dakota. 
Kristin Krum Marshall '63, G'78 
(VPA/EDU), G'71 (VPA) of Clarion, 
Pa., is an associate professor of 
communication at Clarion 
University. 
Lesley Mandel Morrow '63 (HD) of 
Scotch Plains, N.J., is president of 
the International Reading 
Association. She assumed the role 
of High/Scope Associate, serving 
as advisor to the High/ Scope Early 
Childhood Reading Instit ut e. 
George L. Salton G'63 (ECS) wrote 
The 23rd Psalm (University of 
Wisconsin Press). 
Robert A. Bond '64 (MAN) of 
Ashevi lle, N.C., does pro bono 
overseas projects for the Inter-
national Executive Service Corps. 
t~=•iMil James A. Jacobs 
'65 (A&S), G'66 
(NEW), G'74 
(MAX) of 
Berkeley, Calif., 
has taught 
English at Diablo Valley College for 
2S years. 
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Peter Osgood '65 (A&S) of 
Southport, Conn., is a partner with 
Osgood O'Donnell & Walsh in 
New York City. 
Ronald J. Peters G'65 (EDU) of 
Champaign, Ill., retired after 26 
years as the head of the Labor 
Education Program at the 
University of Illinois Institute of 
Labor and Industrial Relations. 
Kenneth M. Weinstein '65 (ECS) 
G'68 (MAN) of East Amherst, N.Y., 
is a certified public accountant 
and financial planner in the trust-
ed advisors division of MONY. 
Mary Ann Carrino Zeppetello '65, 
G'67 (SWK) of East Syracuse, N.Y., 
received the 2002 award for 
"Making Peace Through Out-
standing Service to Peace Action 
and its Mission" from Peace 
Action of CNY. 
George Criticos '66 (VPA) of 
Penfield, N.Y., a sales associate 
with Nothnagle Realtors, received 
the Mary L. Strong Achievement 
Award for service to the commu-
nity from the Syracuse University 
Alumni Club of Rochester. 
Anthony J. Diana '66 (MAN) of 
Manlius, N.Y., retired from 
Progress Energy in Raleigh, N.C., 
where he worked as a nuclear fuel 
quality assurance engineer. 
Carmen J. Luvera '66, G'75 (ECS) 
retired after 37 years as a senior 
member of the technical staff of 
the Air Force Research Laboratory 
Information Directorate. 
Leonard Friedlander '67 (MAN) of 
Fairfax, Va., is vice president of the 
Defense Programs Division at RS 
Information Systems. 
Charles Salzberg '67 (A&S) co-
wrote Catch Them Being Good-
Everything You Need to Know to 
Successfully Coach Girls (Viking 
Penguin). 
Lawrence C. Allin G'68 (MAX) of 
Norman, Okla., is a maritime his-
torian whose essays have 
appeared in Naval Warfare: 
An International Encyclopedia 
(A. B.C. Clio). 
Gary 0. Carman G'68, G'72 (EDU) 
retired as president and CEO of 
the Julia Dyckman Andrus 
Memorial in Yonkers, N.Y., after 27 
years of service. 
Janit Levine Greenwood '68 (HD) 
is senior vice president of Boston 
Private Bank's new financial cen-
ter in Newton, Mass. 
James McVoy '68 (VPA), professor 
of music theory and composition 
and department chair at West 
Chester University of the 
Pennsylvania School of Music, 
composed Gulliver's Travels for 
Narrator and Orchestra, which was 
premiered by the Hamburg 
Philharmonic under the direction 
of In go Metzmacher. 
Boyce Rensberger G'68 (NEW) is 
the 2003 recipient of the 
American Chemical Society's 
James T. Grady-James H. Stack 
Award for Interpreting Chemistry 
for the Public. 
G. Jan van Glabeek '68, G'70 
(MAN) is vice president of strate-
gic development at Chart 
Industries. 
Walter P. Walawender G'68, G'69 
(ECS) is a Fellow of the American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers. 
Brewerton H. Clarke '69 (ECS) of 
Orlando, Fla., is senior vice presi-
dent of STV Inc., where he man-
ages the track/right-of-way divi-
sion of the firm's national trans-
portation group. 
Ana M.lupianez G'69 (1ST) of San 
Juan, P.R., is a retired librarian with 
30 years of public service. 
Sebiletso Mokone Matabane '69 
(A&S), G'7o (NEW) of South Africa, 
is CEO of Sentech, a state-owned 
signal broadcast distribution firm. 
H. Michael McGinn '69 (MAN) of 
Arlington, Va ., is an information 
technology specialist for the U.S. 
Department of Defense. 
'70s 
Edward J. Barron '70 (A&S) of 
Chevy Chase, Md., is deputy staff 
director of the environment and 
public works committee under 
U.S. Senator Jim Jeffords (1-VT). 
I. Michael Danoff G'70 (A&S) is a 
contributing author to Wealthy & 
Wise (Secrets About Money), a 
book about money from advisors 
to the rich (John Wiley & Sons). 
Join The Club 
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO GET INVOLVED with your local alumni club. 
Clubs participate in a variety of activities, including game-watching 
events, networking opportunities, new student recruiting, and com-
munity service projects. 
Visit the Office of Alumni Relations: 
www.syracuse.edu/alumni 
The "Programs" link on our home page takes you to the club pages. 
There you will find a complete listing of all our regional and special-
ty clubs, as well as the club contact's name, phone number, and e-
mail address. For information on the club nearest you, contact the 
person listed or call the Office of Alumni Relations at 1-8oo-782-
5867. 
Jeanette L. 
Havens '70 
(A& SINEW), 
manager of 
public relations 
and product 
sales for Girl Scouts of West-
chester Putnam, received the 
2002 Matrix Award from the 
Westchester County (N.Y.) chapter 
of the Association for Women in 
Communications. 
C. Stanley Hunterton '70 (A&S), 
G'74 (LAW), a partner in the law 
firm of Hunterton & Associates, is 
general counsel and corporate 
secretary for Sierra Pacific and its 
utility subsidiaries, Nevada Power 
Company and Sierra Pacific Power 
Company. 
Thomas E. 
Brydges '71 
(A&S), G'73 
(LAW), a partner 
in the law firm 
of Jaeckle 
Fleischmann & Mugel, is a direc-
tor of the Erie County (N.Y.) Bar 
Association board. 
- ..-,---"""'--..... Joyce DiCamillo 
'71 (VPA) of 
Greenwich, 
Conn., is a jazz 
pianist who has 
led her own jazz 
trio for more than 20 years. 
Highlights of her career include 
performances at the Kennedy 
Center Mary Lou Williams Women 
in Jazz Festival, Andria (Italy) Jazz 
Festival, Syracuse Jazzfest, 
Litchfield Jazz Festival, and a per-
formance/interview on Marian 
McPartland's Piano Jazz show on 
National Public Radio. Her trio 
recently released a CD titled 
Sunshine Lady. 
Brian Gorman '71 (A&S) of New 
York City had his first professional 
photography exhibition, People 
and Places, at the Sweet River 
Studio in Callicoon, N.Y., including 
23 black-and-white images of 
urban scenes from Europe, land-
scapes from the Catskill Moun-
tains, and environmental portraits 
from New York City. 
Charles P. Hadeed '71 (MAN) of 
Victor, N.Y., is CEO ofTransmation 
Inc., a distributor and marketer of 
test and measurement instru-
mentation and provider of calibra-
tion and repair services. 
Marion B. lies '71 (MAN) of 
Clayton, Calif., is a certified public 
accountant for Marion B. lies CPA. 
Kathleen Markey '71 (A&S) of 
Conifer, Colo., is a retired attorney 
who provides pro bono legal ser-
vices to domestic violence victims 
and serves as president of the 
board of Project Safeguard, a legal 
advocacy organization for victims 
of domestic violence. 
Craig L. Wilson '71 (A& SINEW) of 
Washington, D.C., is a feature 
writer for USA Today who wrote 
IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS (Random 
House Trade Paperbacks), a book 
about life's simpler pleasures. 
Thomas K. Bills '72 (A&S) of West 
Trenton, N.J., is an orthopedic sur-
geon with Mercer-Bucks Ortho-
pedic Associates. 
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Laurance Bruce '72 (A&S) of 
Madison, N.J., is president of LB 
Actuarial Associates. 
Philip H. Buda '72 (A&S) of 
Redwood City, Calif., owns the Law 
Offices of Philip H. Buda. 
Jason J. Israel '73 (MAN) is COO of 
CHCS Services, a leading adminis-
trator of senior insurance and 
non-insurance products. 
Brian Sitts '73 (A& SI NEW) of 
Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., is nation-
ally certif ied in therapeutic mas-
sage and bodywork. He practices 
holistic massage in Westchester 
County, N.Y. 
Sara Glantzman Stites '72 (VPA) 
maintains art studios in Miami, 
Fla., and Marathon, Fla. 
Bruce Maloff '73 (A&S) is ch ief 
clin ical officer at CB Technologies, 
an industry leader in cl inica l trials 
technology. 
Robert Wilson G'73 (A&S), a 
t enured instuctor at Williston 
(N.D.) State College, also operates 
a small cattle ranch in eastern 
Montana. 
Joel Schoenfeld '73 (A&S) is direc-
tor of Nesco Industries in Long 
Island City, N.Y. 
Worldwide Partnerships 
In 1971, James J. DeCaro G'77 joined the faculty of a new technological 
college in upstate New York-the National Technical Institute for the 
Deaf (NTID) at Rochester Institute of Technology. 
At the time, DeCaro held bachelor's and 
master's degrees in civil engineering, 
and expected to stay at NTID for only a 
year or two before pursuing a Ph.D. in 
engineering. However, shortly after 
joining the faculty, DeCaro met and 
married Patricia A. Mudgett, an educa-
tor of students who are deaf. He 
remained at the institute and built his 
reputation as a respected teacher, 
instructional developer, department 
chair, and center director, and served as 
dean from 1985-98. "Destiny and luck 
played their hands and I found my life's 
work," says DeCaro, who earned a doc-
torate in instructional technology from 
the SU School of Education. 
Today, after more than t hree 
decades at NTID, DeCaro knows his 
commitment to educating students who are deaf 
is far from over- and it now reaches around the 
globe. As a 1979-80 Rotary International Scholar 
at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 
England, and a 1998-99 Senior Fulbright Scholar 
at Orebro University in Sweden, he witnessed the 
need around the world for educational technolo-
gy for students who are deaf, and was inspired to 
become involved in international deaf education. 
He collaborated with Robert R. Davila G'72 (RIT 
vice president for NTID who was appointed to the 
National Council on Disability by President 
George W. Bush) to create partnerships with uni-
versities worldwide that will share knowledge for 
the benefit of students who are deaf studying in 
technological f ields. 
NTID pitched the pair's idea to The Nippon 
Foundation of Japan, which awarded t he institute 
more than $ 2 million in grants to create the 
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Postsecondary Education Network International 
(PEN-International). In turn, the organization has 
brought technology to thousands of students in 
Asia and the Pacific Rim. "Simply because of deaf-
ness, young people have been deprived of the 
social and economic benefits society has to offer," 
says DeCaro, the program's principal investigator 
and director. "PEN-International provides an 
opportunity to change those circumstances." 
The grant program shares instructional tech-
nology and educational expertise with colleges in 
Russia, the Philippines, Japan, and China, where 
faculty members are being trained in educational 
technology. "Today we're faced with horrible 
events that are driving wedges between nations 
and peoples," DeCaro says. "Now, more than 
ever, we need multinat ional collaborative pro-
gramming. We must work all the harder to build 
bridges for positive change." 
-Kathleen 5. Smith 
Martin L. Bearg G'74 (MAX), G'n 
(LAW) of South Orange, N.J., is a 
member of Alpert But ler Sanders 
Norton & Bearg, w here he is in 
charge of estate planning and 
administration, real estate practice, 
and business t ransactional matters. 
Daniel J. Devine '74 (MAN), presi-
dent and CEO of Rondout Savings 
Bank in Kingston, N.Y., was hon-
ored as the Humanitarian of the 
Year by the Ulster/Greene County 
Association of Retarded Citizens. 
Mark Haley G'74 (LAW) is vice 
president and deputy general 
counsel at General Dynamics. 
Jean Armour Polly '74 (A&S), G'75 
(1ST) is systems and technology 
administrator for t he Liverpool 
(N.Y.) Public Library. 
Robert G. Seasonwein G'74 (LAW) 
of Prague, Czech Republic, is resi-
dent legal advisor for t he U.S. 
Department of Just ice at the U.S. 
Embassy-Prague. 
Susan G. Stafford '74 (A&S), G'75 
(ESF) is dean of the College of 
Natu ra l Resources at the 
University of Minnesota-St . Pa ul. 
Philip M. Schlaeger G'75 (NEW) of 
Larchmont, N.Y., is a freelance com-
mercial writer and three-time f inal-
ist of t he John Caples Internat ional 
Awards in direct marketing. 
James Swanson '75 (ECS) is head 
of the North American Architec-
t ural and Functional Coat ings 
business at Rohm and Haas, a 
worldwide producer of specialty 
materials. 
James A. Ajello G'76 (MAX), presi-
dent of Reliant Energy Solutions, is 
chair of t he U.S. Department of 
Energy's environmental manage-
ment advisory board. 
Pupinder K. Bhutiani G'76 (ECS) of 
Glenwood, Md., is vice president 
of t hrust reverser programs at 
Middle River Aircraft Systems. 
Catherine Daly '76 (VPA/EDU), 
G'78 (VPA) of Mohawk, N.Y., is 
human resources manager for 
WKTV Newschannel 2 in Utica, N.Y. 
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John Follis '76 
(VPA), presi-
dent/creator of 
fol/isinc.com, 
received the 
Golden Web 
Award (advertising agency catego-
ry) for the second year in a row, 
from the International Association 
of Web Masters and Designers. 
Seth Hammer '76 (MAN) wrote 
Investments and Taxes: A Practical 
Guide for Financial Advisers {CCH). 
James M. Little 
G'76 (VPA) 
showed his 
work as 
part of Ajita-
Unconquerable, 
the inaugural exhibition of the 
St ation, the fine arts annex of the 
Artcar Museum in Houston. 
James J. Powers Ill '76 (A&S/ECS), 
'77 (ECS) of Mentor, Ohio, is direc-
t or of nuclear engineering at the 
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating 
Company, Davis-Besse Nuclear 
Power St ation. 
John Rodenburg 
'76 (MAN) of 
Monmouth 
County, N.J., 
is associate 
publisher/ 
marketing director of Sports 
Illustrated. 
Harold J. Shields '76 (VPA) is presi-
dent and CEO of Austin Kelley 
Advertising, the ninth largest 
advertising agency in At lanta. 
Peter A. Dorsman '77 (A&S/NEW), 
executive vice president and COO 
of Standard Register at Applied 
Industrial Technologies, is a mem-
ber of its board of directors. 
Daniel K. Glazier '77 (SWK), eo-man-
aging attorney for Legal Services of 
Eastern Missouri and director of 
the St. Pat rick Center Legal Project, 
received the 200 2 Distinguished 
Alumnus award from the George 
Warren Brown School of Social 
Work at Washington University in 
St. Louis. He also received the 2002 
Eleanor J. Best Award for outstand-
ing volunteer service. 
PeterS. Moon '77 (A&S), G'So (1ST) 
of Amston, Conn., was recognized 
by the Specia l Libraries Associa-
tion as one of the "Best of the 
Information Profession." 
Richard A. Palumbo G'77 (LAW), 
G'77 (MAN) joined the law firm of 
Devorsetz Stinziano Gilberti 
Heintz & Smith in Syracuse. 
Jeanmarie Santopatre '77 (NEW) 
of Bridgeport, Conn., won an 
award from COMPANY, a national 
Jesuit magazine, for her photo 
project A Week in the Life of a 
Jesuit. She is a photojournalist at 
Fairfield University. 
Nancy Strelau '77 (VPA/EDU) of 
Penfield, N.Y., is a composer for 
the Hochstein Youth Symphony 
Orchestra. When the orchestra 
debuted at Carnegie Hall, Strelau 
received a standing ovation for 
her composition, Elegy pour 
/'enfant soldat. 
Louis D. Berman '7S (ARC) of 
Rockville, Md., is a colonel in the 
United States Army Reserves serv-
ing overseas as the chief of base 
operations at Stronghold Freedom, 
Operation Enduring Freedom. 
Paul A. Dominianni '7S (A&S) of 
Easton, Conn., is vice president of 
legal services at Health Net of the 
Northeast. 
Claude Kokini G'7S, G'S2 (ECS) of 
Lafayette, Ind., is assistant dean of 
engineering at Purdue University. 
He was named a Fellow of the 
American Society of M echanica l 
Engineers. 
Terri Sue 
Patterson '7S 
(NUR) is presi-
dent of Nursing 
Consultation 
Services in 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. lt is the first 
independent nursing practice in 
the country to receive accreditation 
by the Commission for Accredi-
tation of Rehabilitation Facilities. 
Nancy A. Reardon G'7S (MAX) of 
New Albany, Ohio, is executive 
vice president of human resources 
and corporate vice president of 
Comcast Corporation. 
Mark Soufleris G'7S (MAX) is vice 
president of investor and public 
relations for Nabi Biopharma-
ceutica ls in Boca Raton, Fla. 
Thomas R. Stanton '7S (NEW) of 
Roselle Park, N.J., is director of 
organizational communications 
for t he McGraw-Hill Companies. 
orange 
grove 
FOR DETAILS on how to 
reserve your place in the 
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Leave your mark 
Louis F. Terhar G'7S (MAN) is presi-
dent of Indian Motorcycle Corpor-
ation in Gilroy, Calif. 
John F. Bourke G'79 (A&S) of 
Plano, Texas, is president of Bourke 
& Associates and founder of Dads 
in the Hood, a neighborhood 
front-yard camp-out for fathers 
and their children. He was named 
the 2002 Coll in County Father of 
the Year. 
Jean Barton Heady '79, G'Ss (NUR) 
of Clayton, N.Y., received the Pearl 
Mciver Public Hea lth Award for 
significant contributions to public 
health nursing. 
James Weissenbach '79 (VPA) of 
Los Angeles is lead producer of 
the musica l Marty, st arring John 
C. Reilly. The show opened in 
Boston on October 30, 2002. 
James G. Wingate G'79 (EDU) is 
t he president of LeM oyne-Owen 
College in M emphis, Tenn. 
William Wyckoff G'79, G'S2 (MAX), 
professor of geography at 
Montana St at e University-
Bozeman, wrote the article " Life 
on the M argin: The Evolution of 
the Waning West." 
Stacey Milcos Armistead 'So 
(NEW) of Raleigh, N.C., received an 
M .B.A. degree from Meredith 
College. She is director of the 
Diabetes Treatment Center at 
Raleigh Community Hospita l. 
Kathryn C. Brown G'So (LAW) is 
senior vice president for public 
pol icy development and interna-
tional government relations for 
Verizon Communications. 
William Goodmen G'So (A&S) of 
Agoua Hills, Calif., is executive vice 
president of human resources at 
Liberty Livewire. 
Sybil Graham 
'So (NEW) is 
CEO of Rowley 
Memoria l Ani-
mal Hospital in 
Springfield, 
Mass. 
Andrew C. Haight 'So (MAN) of 
Kat onah, N.Y., is construction man-
ager for Hines in Bridgewater, N.J. 
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Kathleen Utter King 'So (NUR} is a 
Ph.D. candidate and member of 
the nursing faculty at the 
University of Rochester, where she 
teaches genetics, professional 
issues, and public policy. 
Patrick A. Mannion G'So (MAN}, 
president and CEO of Unity Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company in 
Syracuse, is chair of the American 
Council of Life Insurers' Forum soo 
board of governors. 
Kevin T. Mihaly 'So (NEW} of 
Bristol, Conn., owns Mihaly 
Portrait Design, offering commer-
cial and consumer portrait design 
and related photography services. 
A three-time Em my Award winner, 
Mihaly is a graduate of the Hall-
mark Institute of Photography in 
Turners Falls, M ass. 
Raymond C. Pierce 'So (A&S} of 
Cleveland is a partner in the Busi-
ness Group of Baker & Hostetler. 
Donald Sutherland 'So (NEW} of 
San Antonio is staff photographer 
for the U.S. Air Force-Life Sciences 
Equipment Lab. 
Deborah J. Gannett G'S1 (NEW}, 
G'S3 (LAW} married Timothy M. 
Toy. She is an assistant U.S. attor-
ney in Newark, N.J. 
Joyce Higby Kopcik G'S1 (MAN} is 
senior vice president and CFO of 
Unity Mutual Life Insurance 
Company in Syracuse. 
Marcy E. Schwartz 'S1 (A&S}, asso-
ciate professor of Spanish and 
academic director of t he Latin 
American Studies Program at 
Rutgers University in New 
Brunswick, N.J., co-edited Voice-
Overs: Translation and Latin 
American Literature (SUNY Press). 
Karen Romano Young 'S1 (EDU} 
wrote Outside In (HarperCol lins/ 
Greenwillow) and Small Worlds: 
Maps and Mapmakers (Scholastic). 
Sherijo Damico 'S2 (HD/MAN} of 
Sherman Oaks, Calif., is director of 
sa les and affiliate relations for 
Playboy Entertainment Group, Pay 
TV Division, w estern region. 
Neil Frisch 'S2 (ARC} of Niantic, 
Conn., earned a master's degree in 
sports management f rom the 
United States Sports Academy in 
Daphne, Ala. 
Joy Gilinsky Monte 'S2 (VPA) 
opened her one-woman show, 
Mythguided Ms.'s at the Marquis 
Gallery in Manhattan's National 
Arts Club. Her paintings incorpo-
rate issues of confrontation, self-
realization, and empowerment in 
a woman's voice on a journey of 
discovery. 
Michael E. Savage G'S2 (LAW} is an 
attorney with the U.S. Attorney's 
office in Charlotte, N.C. 
Susan L. Schwartz G'S2 (A&S}, 
associate professor of religion at 
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, 
Pa., co-wrote The Religions of Star 
Trek (Westview Press). 
Jeffrey Atkinson 'S3 (NEW} of 
Louisville, Ky., is a sales executive 
with SportScan INFO. 
Alan Bachman 'S3 (VPA) of 
Milford, Conn., is product design 
engineer for Synectic Engineering. 
AndrewT. Berlin 'S3 (A&S}, presi-
dent and CEO of Berlin Packaging 
in Chicago was appointed to the 
board of directors of Hawk Corp. 
Julianne Elliott 
G'S3 (NEW} of 
La Quinta, Calif., 
wrote Hearts 
Kept Waiting, 
her first 
contemporary romance novel 
(www.angelfire.com/electronic/ 
fairgoebooks} . 
Mary Tyrrell Francoeur 'S3 
(A& SINEW}, G'S4 (MAX} is 
director of Financial Guaranty 
Insurance Co., a New York-based 
bond insurer owned by GE Capital. 
Jimmy K. Ng 'S3 (MAN} of 
Hunghom, Hong Kong, is a senior 
manager for Shougang Concord 
International Transport Ltd. 
Robert Seebold 'S3 (ECS} is presi-
dent of lnfoVist a Corporation and 
senior vice president of North 
America operations. 
Aaron B. Sorkin 'S3 (VPA}, creator 
and executive producer of the tele-
vision series The West Wing, won an 
Em my Award for Outstanding 
Writing for a Drama Series. 
Patricia Burgess G'S4 (A&S} of 
Henrietta, N.Y., is a mathematics 
professor at Monroe Community 
College. 
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David A. Burnie 
G'S4 (MAN} is 
associate dean 
and director of 
graduate pro-
grams in the 
Haworth College of Business at 
Western Michigan University. 
Cathi Hanauer 'S4 (A&S/NEW} 
edited The Bitch in the House: 26 
Women Tell the Truth About Sex, 
Solitude, Work, Motherhood, and 
Marriage (HarperCollins). She also 
wrote the novel My Sister's Bones, 
and has written articles, essays, 
reviews, and fiction for Elle, 
Mirabella, Self, Clamour, and 
Mademoiselle magazines. 
Elizabeth Costopoulos Hanlin 'S4 
(NEW} of M aple Grove, Minn., is a 
senior counselor in Padilla Speer 
Bea rdsley's consumer practice 
area. 
Karen Holm-Hudson 'S4 (VPA/ 
EDU}, G'S9 (EDU} of Lexington, Ky., 
is a member of the Kindermusik 
International Maestro Program, 
which recognizes licensed educa-
tors who have demonstrated 
superlative performance in teach-
ing. Along w ith her regular teach-
ing schedule, she offers the Kin-
dermusik class, Our Time, to chil-
dren of international student fam-
ilies at the University of Kentucky. 
Bryan Leather 'S4 (VPA} of Milwau-
kee, Wis., opened a charter school, 
Wings Academy, for "children who 
learn differently." He also is a trade 
and commercial stage show and 
interactive children's museum 
designer/project manager for 
Hartwig Exhibit & Display. 
David M. Posner 'S4 (A&S}, G'SS 
(LAW} of Pleasantville, N.Y., is a 
partner in the New York office of 
Hogan & Hart son and a member 
of the lending, bankruptcy, and 
creditor's rights group. 
Gary A. Pudles 'S4 (A&S}, presi-
dent, CEO, and co-founder of 
AnswerNet in Princeton, N.J., was 
honored w ith the 2002 Ernst & 
Young Entrepreneur of the Year 
Award. He w as named the top 
Business Services Entrepreneur in 
the greater Philadelphia region. 
Lawrence A. Sala 'S4, G'S6 (ECS}, 
G'93 (MAN} president, director, 
and CEO of Anaren Microwave in 
East Syracuse, N.Y., was elected to 
the board of directors of Carlisle 
Companies. 
Nigel C. Shepherd 'S4 (MAN} is 
senior vice president of the legal / 
claims department at Converium 
Reinsurance in New York City. 
Lisa Cordo Stevens 'S4 (NEW} is 
vice president and director of pro-
duction in the Washington, D.C., 
office of Jack Morton Worldwide, a 
brand communicat ions agency. 
Lisa Hulkower Unsworth 'S4 
(NEW} is president of the Boston 
Idea Group. 
Lorraine E. Allen 
'Ss (ARC} of New 
York City showed 
her autobio-
graphical film 
Tales of a Bugged 
Out Black Chick at the Cannes Film 
Festival. 
Charles L. Bednarek 'Ss (ECS} of 
North Haledon, N.J., is vice presi-
dent of Goldman Sachs & 
Company in New York City. 
Scott P. Boylan G'Ss (LAW} was 
presented with the John Marshall 
Award by U.S. Attorney General 
John Ashcroft. The award recog-
nizes outstanding professional 
achievement by attorneys in the 
Department of Justice. 
Caroline E. Couig 'Ss (NEW} of 
Santa Clara, Calif., won f irst place 
as part of a team entry in the 
Multiple Page News Story editing 
category of the 2001 Pict ures of 
t he Year international competition. 
Andrea Davis-
Pinkney 'Ss 
(NEW}, formerly 
editorial direc-
tor of Hyperion 
Books for 
Children, is vice president and 
publisher of Houghton Mifflin's 
juvenile books. 
Patricia Elko G'Ss (EDU} of Minoa, 
N.Y., is interim dean of the School 
of Science and Technology at the 
Stat e University of New York at 
Morrisville. 
Tyrone B. Humes 'Ss (A&S} of 
Danbury, Conn., is director of insti-
tutional and international mar-
kets with ETS/ Financial Campus. 
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Toni Kayumi '85 (A& SINEW} of 
Fort Wayne, Ind., is an underwrit-
ing manager and on-air host at 
WFWA-TV PBS 39. 
Richard J.levy '85 (MAN} of Atlanta 
is CEO of Adair-Greene and presi-
dent of its health care division. 
Garrison Macri '85 (A& S/NEW} is 
the new chief commercial officer 
of mobile operator Eurotel in 
Prague, Czech Republic. 
Metod M. Milac G'85, G'g1 (A&S} 
wrote Resistance, Imprisonment 
and Forced Labor (Pet er Lang Pub-
lishing). The book recalls his strug-
gle for survival as a prisoner and 
forced laborer following the Axis 
occupat ion of Yugoslavia in 1941. 
John L. Pryor '85 (A&S} of Spring-
field, Va., is a senior budget ana-
lyst for the U.S. Customs Service. 
Glenn Suddaby G'85 (LAW} was 
nominated by President George 
W. Bush to be the U.S. Attorney for 
the Northern District of New York. 
Cheryl Singer Sullivan G'8s (LAW} 
is president of the SUNY Cortland 
Alumni Association. 
Barbara Wolfe '85 (NUR}. assist ant 
professor of psychiatry at Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
and Harvard Medical School, is 
president of the American 
Psychiatric Nurses Association. 
Joseph M. Dawley '86 (ECS} of 
Charlest on, W.Va., is general 
Optimistic Expectations 
counsel for the State Department 
of Environmenta l Protection. 
Christine Dunn G'86 (EDU} of 
West Henrietta, N.Y., is professor 
of mathematics at Monroe 
Community College. 
leslie Donin Frazier '86, G'go, G'93 
(A&S} and husband Bennett 
Schwartz announce the birth of 
their daughter Sarin a. She is an 
associate professor of psychology 
at Florida International University 
in Miami. 
Daniel R. Fuchs '86 (A&S} married 
Jeanette Reyes. He is a teacher at 
Satellite Academy High School in 
New York City. 
Anyone who thinks English majors aren't cut out for the busi-
ness world should meet University Trustee Eric Mower '66, 
G'68, chair and CEO of Eric Mower and Associates (EMA), a 
marketing and communications firm headquartered in Syracuse. 
Moved to study literature by an early sense 
of himself as a writer, Mower feels the expe-
rience helped him hone his analytical skills 
and writing abilities while providing him 
with a context to develop a personal core of 
beliefs. "The humanities offer you a sense 
of values, a sense of proportion, and a wide-
ranging comprehension of the forces of life, 
be they social, political, or economic," he 
says. "I don't believe you can be fully suc-
cessful in the business world without a firm 
grasp of all these things. This is certainly 
true in my business." 
Wanda Rodriguez Hall '86 (A&S}, 
is an adjunct professor at Virginia 
Commonwealth University School 
of Dentistry, director of geriat ric 
dentistry, and a Ph.D. candidate 
specializing in gerontology. She 
was nominated by t he American 
Gerontological Society t o be a fel -
low of the Minority Leadership 
Development Program sponsored 
by the National Institute on Aging 
and the AARP Andrus Scholarship 
Foundation. 
Carol A. Harris '86 (VPA) is vice 
president of engineering at 
Applied Messaging Corporation in 
Lexington, Mass. 
Mower arrived on the Hill from Queens, 
New York, in the early '6os, earning a B.A. 
degree in English from the College of Arts 
and Sciences and an M.A. degree in mass 
communications from the S.l. Newhouse 
School of Public Communications. Joining 
a small company in Syracuse, he built it 
into the largest and most influential firm of 
its kind in upstate New York. With four 
offices across the state, as well as in 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Atlanta, 
EMA has a client list that features such 
Fortune soo companies as Eastman Kodak, 
Fisher-Price, General Electric, the Ford 
Motor Company, and Welch's Foods. 
Mower-whose many professional and 
civic activities include leadership positions 
with the Business Council of New York 
State, the American Association of Ad-
vertising Agencies, and the Erie Canalway 
National Heritage Corridor Commission-
has served as a member of the University's 
Board ofTrustees since 1990. He is not shy 
about expressing a deep sense of grati-
tude and affection for SU. "My high school 
grades were horrible," he says. "No other 
university would admit me, but Syracuse 
has always been generous in the opti-
mistic expectations it places on people. 
Someone noticed I had been the editor of 
my high school newspaper and had good 
college board scores, and so SU accepted 
me. I think there is something very 
American in the fiber of SU's spirit. The 
school has always opened its arms and 
offered opportunities to people who might 
otherwise be excluded." 
On campus last fall, Mower delivered a 
timely address, "Lessons in Reputation 
Management," as part of the School of 
Management's Martin and Phyllis Berman 
Distinguished Lecture Series. Referring to 
the spate of scandals that have rocked the 
business world recently, he told an audi-
ence composed mostly of aspiring execu-
tives that "a strong ethical foundation is a 
business asset" and urged students to 
make sure it is something they cultivate as 
part of their education. He is just as 
adamant about the continuing importance 
of developing personal skills of expres-
sion. "The ability to master the printed 
word-whether it's writing an effective let-
ter or editing a much-too-long business 
plan - is a primary requisite for the busi-
ness world," he says. "Success comes 
quicker when superior written and verbal 
skills are present." -David Marc 
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Robert M. 
Lazzaro G'86 
{NEW) is direc-
tor of marketing 
at the law firm 
of Hiscock & 
Barclay in Syracuse. 
James W. Davis '87 (A&S) of 
Greenport, N.Y., is director of 
Artworks International and owner 
of the Maritime Pirates (a perform-
ing arts franchise), and the Front 
Street Play House. 
Gina DiChiara '87 {NEW) of 
Briarcliff Manor, N.Y., is vice presi-
dent of corporate events at 
Dreyfus Corporation. 
Meg LeFauve-Forte '87 {NEW) 
produced the film The Dangerous 
Lives of Altar Boys, st arring Jodie 
Foster. 
Karen A. Leicht '87 {ECS) of 
Gait hersburg, Md., is senior quali-
ty manager for Ericsson IP 
Infrastructure in Rockvi lle. 
A Stunning literary Success 
John J. Morris '87 {MAN) of 
Nashville, Tenn., heads the Private 
Bank at Bank of America. 
Sterett R. Prevost IV '87 {A&S) of 
Aiea, Hawaii, is staff planner in 
information operations and elec· 
t ronic w arfare for the comman-
der-in-chief of the U.S. Pacific 
Command. 
Peter Senese '87 {VPA) wrote the 
theological t hriller Cloning Christ 
{Orion Publishing & Media). a 
One might not expect a novel about the murder and dismemberment of 
a 14-year-old girl to be enthusiastically embraced by enough readers to 
make it a best-seller. In fact, novelist Alice Sebold '84 remembers even 
her editor had reservations about the harsh subject matter of The Lovely 
Bones and wouldn't have bought the manuscript if not for the author's 
tender treatment of its difficult content. 
Sebold recalls the editor 
telling her, "Thank God I 
got to read it." Evidently, 
reviewers and readers are 
similarly grateful for 
Sebold's contribution to 
the literary world. This 
gripping debut novel, in 
which protagonist Susie 
Salmon tells her own 
story from the surprising 
perspective of heaven, 
created a stir among re· 
viewers even before its 
July release. Since then, 
the book has been widely 
praised in reviews that 
describe it as "mesmeriz-
ing," "emotionally pene-
trating," "lyrical," "power-
ful," and - most often-
simply "beautiful." 
The Lovely Bones (Little, 
Brown and Company) is 
Sebold's second book. Her first, Lucky (Scribner), 
published in 1999, is a memoir that recounts her 
sexual assault as an 18-year-old freshman at 
Syracuse and the legal and personal aftermath of 
that attack. Sebold says she was inspired to tell 
the true story of her own experience after begin-
ning work on the novel. "I wrote Lucky to get my 
own business out of the way," she says. "I needed 
to unload my story someplace else, so Susie 
wouldn't have to do my storytelling for me." 
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Sebold wanted the novel to 
be purely fictional, even if 
part of what informs the 
scene of violence in the 
beginning was based on 
her own experience. "I feel 
a deep connection to girls 
who didn't survive their 
assaults," she says. "After I 
was raped, there was a 
period when I had much 
more in common with those 
girls than I did with the girls 
at Syracuse who were go-
ing to frat parties." 
Sebold, a graduate of the 
College of Arts and Sci-
ences, credits former SU 
creative writing professor 
Tobias Wolff with encourag-
ing her to "remember 
everything," advice she be-
lieves has contributed to 
her success as a writer of 
both fiction and nonfiction. Also a graduate of the 
M.F.A. writing program at the University of 
California, Irvine, Sebold has worked as a teacher 
and has written for The New York Times Magazine 
and other publications. She lives in Southern 
California with her husband, writer Glen David 
Gold, and is currently at work on another novel. "I 
worked my whole life to be able to do nothing but 
write books," she says. " Now I have that opportu-
nity, so I'm going to grab it." - Amy Shires 
story offaith that questions how 
genetic science and t heology may 
coexist in today's world. 
Andrea l. Barbalich '88 {NEW) of 
Larchmont , N.Y., is executive editor 
of Child magazine. She wrote an 
essay that was included in the 
LIFE book, The American Spirit , 
commemorating the one-year 
anniversary of September 11, and a 
foreword to the Darling Kinder-
sley book, Baby & Child Care. 
Augustin Bolanio G'88 (LAW), 
G'88 (MAX) received the Joint 
Service Achievement M edal while 
assigned to the U.S. Office of 
Defense Represent at ives in San 
Jose, Costa Rica. 
Douglas S. Brown '88 (MAN) of 
Cheshi re, Conn., is director of cor-
porat e operations and legal affairs 
of USCO Logistics, a leading 
provider of th ird-party logistics 
services based in Hamden, Conn. 
Joseph Cataudella '88 (A&S) of 
San Francisco married Jessica 
Breaker. 
Tyrone M. Fripp '88 {VPA) of 
Brooklyn, N.Y., is president ofTMF 
Alliance. 
Trevor Ganshaw '88 {ECS) of Old 
Greenwich, Conn., is head of the 
Equity Capital Markets Group at 
Bane of America Securities. 
Sheila Petrocy Green G'88 {LAW) of 
West Seneca, N.Y., is a clothing and 
t extiles designer. She started a new 
line of handmade baby hats named 
for her daughter, Paris- The Paris 
Green Collection. 
r----=---, Kenneth R. 
Hunter Jr. '88 
{A&S) of 
Longmont, 
Colo., is vice 
president of 
public relations at Vanguard 
Communications, a Denver-based 
integrated advertising, public 
relations, and marketing agency. 
Joshua N. Lief G'88 (LAW) is a 
regular contributor to the new In-
ternet magazine, Bacon's Rebel-
lion. His f irst column was "Four 
Years is Not Enough: Governors 
Need Two Terms to Accomplish 
Long-term Policy Goals." 
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.,...,,..,.,.,~'"""'""'11'..,.,.,. Denise M. 
McDermott '88 
(A&S} married 
AI Dawson. She 
is a paralegal in 
L-L--..!:.u.._-="'--" the corporate 
banking division of Schulte Roth 
& Zabel in New York City. 
Kim McDougall '88 (A&S} of 
Atlanta is a certified financial 
planner with American Express 
Financial Advisors. 
Ruth Korba Nester '88 (ECS} and 
husband Christopher of Bingham-
ton, N.Y., announce the birth of 
their daughter, Teagan Elisabeth. 
Hope Mao Oehler '88 (ECS} and 
Michael J. Oehler '87 (ECS} of 
Elkridge, Md., announce the birth 
of their daughter Marin Avery, 
who joins big sisters Madison 
Alexandra and Morgan Ashleigh. 
Hope is associate director of clini-
cal operations for Quintiles and 
Michael is a computer engineer for 
the U.S. Department of Defense. 
Peter E. Shapiro G'88 (LAW} of 
Weston, Fla., is counsel in the 
bankruptcy and creditors rights 
department of Kluger Peretz. 
Douglas Speich '88 (HD} of North 
Syracuse is the western regiona I 
sales manager for specialty feeds 
at Blue Seal Feeds. 
Michelle Weissmann '88 (HD} 
married Jeffrey Feig. The couple 
reside in London. 
Jennifer Nackley Blair G'8g (LAW} 
of Naples, Fla., joined the law firm 
of Quarles & Brady. 
Walter Bobkiewicz G'8g (MAX} of 
Novato, Calif., is city manager of 
Santa Paula City. 
Wendy Rising Danner '8g (A&S}, 
G'g2 (LAW} is special counsel in 
the real estate department of Saul 
Ewing. 
Debra Fuchs 
Danowski G'8g 
(NEW}, an assis-
tant professor 
of English at 
._. __ ~_.o~~ Sacred Heart 
University in Fa irfield, Conn., 
wrote Why Can't I Stop Eating 
(Hazelden} and Locked Up For 
Eating Too Much: The Diary of a 
Food Addict in Rehab (Hazelden}. 
Jeffrey Gotta 
'8g (ARC} is an 
associate with 
Centerbrook 
(Conn.} Archi-
..__..._...._._..., tects and 
Planners. 
Raymond J. Kim '8g (ECS} of 
Clifton Park, N.Y., married Lianne 
Webster. He is a senior PC engi-
neer at Empire Blue Cross. 
Carol A. Lawrence '8g (MAN} of 
Mason, Ohio, is vice president and 
career management consultant 
for Right Management Consult-
ants in Cincinnati. 
David J. Parr '8g (A&S} of 
Brooklyn, N.Y., married Luchina 
Fisher. He is a clinical psychologist 
with the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons. 
Jennifer Poole-Sausville '8g (VPA} 
and husband David Sausville '88 
(A&S}, G'8g (MAX} of Falls Church, 
Va., announce the birth of thei r 
son Juke Emerson, who joins big 
brother Hayden. 
F. Glenn Richardson G'8g (MAN} of 
Clifton, Va., was named managing 
principal, public sector, in the Head-
strong Corporation, a global con-
sulting service specializing in busi-
ness and technology integration. 
'90s 
Mary Diehl Baba 'go (VPA} and 
husband Jonathan Baba 'go (A&S} 
of Ashburn, Va., announce the 
birth of their son M atthew Taylor, 
who joins big brothers Jonathan 
and Thomas. Jonathan is a senior 
associate with Booz Allen 
Hamilton in Mclean, Va. 
Clifford R. Bond 'go (NEW} 
married Emily Newman. He is 
operations manager for the sports 
radio division of ABC in New York. 
Dan Chaon G'go (A&S} received 
the 2002 Ohioana Award in the 
fiction category. The Ohioana 
Library Association honors out-
st anding books written by 
Ohioans about the st at e. 
Andrea Veca Dreisbach G'go, G'g2 
(A&S} of Clarks Summit, Pa., is 
director of analytical industrializa-
tion at Aventis Pasteur, the 
number-one supplier of vaccines 
worldwide. 
Sue Cornelius Edson 'go 
(A& SINEW} of Jamesville, N.Y., is 
director of athletic communica-
tions at Syracuse University. She 
was named the 2002-03 president 
of the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference Sports Information 
Directors' Association. 
Christine Tomasello Gallagher 
G'go (LAW} and husband John 
announce the birth of their son, 
Kyle M atthew. 
Anita Gerrish-Wilson 'go 
(A&S/NEW} of North Hatfield, 
Mass., is reporter/anchor for 
WWLP/22 News. 
Jacqueline Y. Keuler G'go 
(HDIVPA} teaches fashion design 
at the Savannah (Ga.} College of 
Art and Design. 
Craig G. Litchfield G'go (MAN}, 
president, chairman, and CEO of 
Citizens & Northern Bank, is chair-
man of the Pennsylvania Bankers 
Association. 
Richard J. Long 'go (MAN/NEW} 
and wife Karen of Highland Park., 
Ill., announce the birth of their son, 
Jonah Tanner. Long is a manager 
with BearingPoint Chicago (for-
merly KPMG Consulting}, a man-
agement consulting firm. 
Debra Loveland-Lowenstein 'go 
(NEW} and husband Lucas an-
nounce the birth of their son 
Alexander Jess, who joins sister 
Samantha and brother Jamie. 
Martha O'Leary G'go (SWK} is 
principal of Chestnut Hill Ele-
mentary School in Liverpool, N.Y. 
n Papadakis-
Goldst:ein G'go 
(ARC} is manager 
of new construe-
on at the U.S. 
District of California in Los An-
geles. She designed the set for 
M edea: the Revenge at the Stella 
Adler Theatre on Hollywood 
Boulevard . 
Julie Miles Pinsky 'go (A&S} and 
husband Douglas of West 
Hartford, Conn., announce the 
birth of their son Joshua Marc, 
who joins big sister Rachel Sarah. 
Pinsky is a senior st affing consul-
t ant for Cigna. 
Linda Rucconich 
'go (VPA} is edi-
tor and produc-
er for Avanti 
Video Produc-
tions in Staten 
Island, N.Y. She is also a back-
ground actor, appearing in The 
Sopranos, Law and Order: Criminal 
Intent, Changing Lanes, and Stuart 
Little 2. 
Debra Tucci-Dortch 'go (VPA} and 
husband John of Palmetto, Fla., 
announce the birth oftheir 
daughter, Julia Nicole. Tucci-
Dortch is a style coordinator for 
Escada. 
Marshall Whinney 'go, G'g2 (VPA} 
is d irector of marketing for the 
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra. 
Emily Anderson-Rietzel 'g1 (VPA} 
and husband Robert Rietzel 'g1 
(ECS} announce the birth of their 
daughter Michaela Kaitlyn, who 
joins big sister M ariah. 
Teri Glaser 'g1 (HD} of Cave Creek, 
Ariz., is a faith/commu nity-based 
project coordinator for the Ari-
zona Department of Commerce. 
Kristen M. Heers 'g1 (A&S} of 
Mendon, N.Y., married Russell W. 
Dack. She is a research scientist in 
the immunology depa rtment at 
Wyeth Vaccines Research in West 
Henrietta, N.Y. 
Christine Sauter Larsson 'g1 (A&S} 
and husband Erik of Elkridge, Md., 
announce the birth of their son 
Sean M agnus, who joins big 
brother Andrew. 
Sheryl Llewellyn 
'g1 (A&S} of 
Brooklyn, N.Y., 
opened Last 
Word Greetings, 
a company 
featuring African American greet -
ing cards. 
Marnie Lyons 'g1 (NEW} married 
Howard Fienberg. She is a com-
munications consultant for KPMG 
Consulting in M cl ean, Va. 
.-------, Celeste Murphy 
'g1 (A&S} is a 
police officer 
with the 
Atlanta Police 
Department. 
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Beth Reinisch '91 {VPA) married 
Jason M. Kaufer. She is a staff 
designer at Quiet Man, a Manhat-
t an-based company that creates 
special effects for television ads. 
James H. Rolling Jr. G'91 {VPA) 
earned a mast er of education 
degree from Teachers College, 
Columbia University, where 
he is director of academic 
administration. 
.----=--..., Sharon Topp 
Salter G'91 (HD) 
is director of 
client services for 
FitzGibbons 
Associates, 
overseeing marketing and business 
development activities and manag-
ing career transition programs. 
Stacey K. Sutton '91 {VPA) joined 
t he f irm of Carlton Fields in West 
Palm Beach, Fla., as an associate in 
the litigation and dispute resolu-
tion practice group. 
Gai linn Tatrai-Bartnick '91 {A&S) 
is anchor at NEWS 24 Houston. 
Zachary 
Brousseau '92 
(A&S) married 
Elissa Fitzgerald. 
He is a public 
re lations 
manager for t he Newspaper 
Association of America in 
Vienna, Va. 
Samantha Brown '92 {VPA) hosts a 
show on the Travel Channel. 
Maura Connolly-Longueil '92 
(A&S) and husband Jeff announce 
t he birt h of t heir son, Brendan. 
Connolly-Longueil is a vice presi-
dent at t he Bank of Canton in 
Canton, Mass. 
James W. Corbett Jr. '92 (A& S) is 
head of t he Newman Catholic 
Student Center at North Carolina 
Central University. 
Mark F. D'Amico G'92 (EDU) of 
Rochest er, N.Y., is a transitional 
st udies instructor at Monroe 
Community College. 
Martin D. Flynn '92 {ARC) and wife 
Marci announce t he birth of t heir 
son, Linus Parker. Flynn is t he 
ow ner/principal of Flynn Design in 
Davis, Calif. 
Christopher Hudson '92 {NEW) of 
Bolton, Mass., is a marketing man-
agerfor Corning Inc. 
Scott Kogler '92 (MAN) of 
Spencerport, N.Y., is a principal at 
Davie Kaplan Chapman & 
Braverman. 
Alice Kornfeld G'92 {LAW) of 
Scarsdale, N.Y., is general counsel 
of the New York Chapter of the 
National Association of Women 
Business Owners. An attorney at 
Phillips Nizer, she is involved in 
ret ail leasing and the acquisition 
and sa le of resident ial and com-
mercia I properties. 
Caryn Kasper Landow '92 {A&S) of 
Dix Hills, N.Y., is vice president of 
Pulp Inc. 
Jennifer Lapatine '92 {NEW) of 
New York City is senior consultant 
for IBM Global Services. 
Robbin 
Mandarino '92 
(A&S) married 
WilliamJ. 
Bongiorno. She 
is a social 
worker for the New York City 
Board of Education. 
John I. Mannix '92 {A&S) of 
Rockville, Md., is vice president of 
Rydex Funds. 
John Mitton Jr. '92 {VPA) married 
Jennifer Cat aag. They reside in 
New York City, where Mitton is 
employed by Thomson Financial. 
Allison Seymour '92 {VPA) of 
Boulder, Colo., is a graphic 
designer for Las Sportiva. 
Kelly Comfort Sheridan '92, '95 
(A&S) is director of market ing for 
Computerworld magazine in 
Framingham, Mass. 
Julie Wilcox '92 {NEW) of 
Grapevine, Texas, joined t he 13 
News Weather Lab at WVEC. 
RobertS. Zechman '92 {ECS) of 
Reading, Pa., earned a mast er's 
degree in syst ems engineering 
f rom Virginia Tech's Northern 
Virginia Center. He is a t echnica l 
account manager for Siebel 
Systems. 
Joseph Bator '93 (MAN) of Boston 
is a vice president at East ern Bank. 
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Deborah Chostaka '93 (MAN) and 
husband Peter Agulnick '94 {A&S) 
of New York City announce the 
birth of their daughter, Samantha. 
Deborah is senior expense analyst 
at Bloomingdale's, and Peter runs 
his own law fi rm. 
Heather Allen Colby '93 (MAN) of 
Milford, Conn., co-owns LINK 
Marketing Communications, a 
company special izing in public 
relations, corporate communica-
tions, and event marketing. 
Scott {Taye) L. 
Diggs '93 {VPA) 
of New York City 
was voted one 
of People maga-
zine's so Most 
Beautiful People. He st arred in the 
f ilm Brown Sugar. 
Wen-jeng Huang G'93 {ECS) of 
Fort Worth, Texas, is a flight con-
trol hardware design engineer for 
Lockheed Martin. 
Eric J. Jacobson 
'93 (MAN/ NEW) 
of Ann Arbor, 
Mich., is vice 
president of 
..:.--='--"'- --' finance for 
Discera and Translume. He is 
responsible for f inancial planning 
and analysis for both companies 
and helps develop business mod-
els and budget s. 
Michelle Phillips Kubick '93 
(MAN/ NEW) and husband Robert 
Kubick Jr. '93 {A&S) announce the 
birt h of their daughter Rebecca 
Noel, who joins sist er Rachel 
Marie. Michelle is senior public 
relations and web development 
specialist for t he Babcock & 
Wilcox Company in Barberton, 
Ohio, and Robert is a school psy-
chologist for Akron Public Schools 
and is working on a Ph.D. 
Maria C. Lesch 
'93 {A&S/NEW) 
married Trevor I. 
Sparks '92 
{NEW). Maria is 
senior editor at 
Babson College in Wellesley, 
Mass., and is pursuing a master's 
degree in comm unications man-
agement at Simmons College in 
Bost on. Trevor is comm unicat ions 
specialist for Enigma, a software 
company in Bu rlington, Mass. 
Jennifer Abramson Upset '93 
{VPA) and husband Alan of Wilton, 
Conn., announce the birth of their 
daughter, Sophie Li ll ian. Lipset 
owns Lipset Design Studio. 
Lianna R. Orlando '93 {A& S/ NEW) 
earned a Ph.D. in neurobiology 
f rom Harvard University and is a 
Harvard Center for Neurodegen-
eration and Repair Research 
Fellow at Massachusetts General 
Hospital. 
James Osman '93 {NEW) is an 
investigative reporter for KNXV-TV 
(ABC) Phoenix. 
Beth Rothman '93 (MAN) of White 
Plains, N.Y., is application manager 
in the supply chain technology 
division of Pepsi Bottling Group. 
Gregory Sankey G'93 {EDU) of 
Allen, Texas, was named 
Southeastern Conference associ-
ate commissioner. 
Holly Saurer '93 {NEW) of 
Washington, D.C., is an attorney 
wit h Miller & Van Eat on. 
Stacey Simms-Goldstein '93 (A&S) 
is morning co-host for News-Talk 
1110 WBT Radio in Charlotte, N.C. 
Eric B. Stangel '93 {NEW), head 
writer for t he Late Show w ith 
David Letterman, received an 
Em my Award for Outst anding 
Writing in a Variety, M usic, or 
Comedy Series. 
David Suna '93 {A&S/ NEW) of 
Rockville, Md., is associate general 
counsel for t he U.S. Department of 
Justice/INS. 
Nadia Yacoub '93, G'95 {EDU) mar-
ried Christ opher Brown. They 
reside in Jacksonvi lle, N.C., where 
she is a speech pathologist for a 
privat e practice. 
Marie C. Agen G'94, G'97 {MAX), a 
visit ing assist ant professor in t he 
sociology depart ment of Du-
quesne University, was named 
O'Heron New man Hall campus 
minister at SUNY Cortland. 
Gregg Bernard '94 {NEW) of New 
York City is director of business 
development for SONY Corpor-
ation of America. 
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David E. Brigham G'94 (EDU) of 
Albany, N.Y., is dean of learning 
services at Excelsior College. He 
was elected president of the 
American Association for 
Collegiate Interdependent Study. 
Matthew Cannon '94 (A&S) earned 
a Ph.D. degree from the University 
of Limerick, Ireland. He is an officer 
in the Irish Platform for Peace and 
Reconciliation and works with the 
Irish Peace Institute on cross-bor-
der reconciliation programs. Can-
non was awarded a citation by the 
European Union Committee of the 
Regions for his work in the field of 
regional development. 
Gary A. Carter '94 (A& SI NEW) and 
wife Kristen of Germantown, Md., 
announce the birth of their 
daughter, Grace Taylor. Carter is 
the producer of Comcast Sports-
Net in Bethesda, Md. 
Alison J. Curry '94 (A&S) married 
Timothy J. Wallace. 
Norm Faiola G'94 (EDU), chair and 
associate professor of nutrition 
and hospit ality management in 
the College of Human Services 
and Health Professions at SU, was 
selected to be a monthly con-
tributing editor to Hotel Food and 
Beverage Executive Magazine. 
Theresa Flanigan '94 (ARC), is 
working in Florence, Ita ly, while 
working on a doctoral dissertation 
at the Institute of Fine Arts at 
New York University. She w as 
awarded the 2002 Rosann S. Berry 
Fellowship by the Society of Archi-
tectural Historians. 
Matthew A. Friedman '94 (NEW) 
is vice president of Marx Layne & 
Company, a full-service marketing 
and public relations agency in 
Farmington Hills, Mich. 
Michael J. Gaffney '94 (A&S) of 
Belmont, Mass., works with net -
work contracting at Aetna. 
Carla R. Graf '94 (ECS) is a project 
engineer at Metcalf & Eddy in 
Wall ingford, Conn. 
Bruce D. Grogan '94 (A&S), G'98 
(LAW) married Julie E. Meyer. He is 
an attorney with t he New York 
St at e Supreme Court, Appellat e 
Division. 
Wendy Martorana Kahalas '94 
(VPA) of Dover, Mass., is senior 
designer for Hewitt Associates. 
Amy Baronoff 
Kalomiris '94 
(NEW) and Paul 
Kalomiris '93 
(NEW) of 
lJL_[2ti;;;il Germantown, 
Md., announce the birth of their 
son, Alexander. 
Peter Knierim '94 (NEW) of 
Bridgeport, Conn., is a senior copy-
writer for Modern Media in 
Norwalk. 
Naomi Ohashi '94 (A&S) of 
Astoria, N.Y., is assist ant director at 
JETRO New York. 
Jonathan S. Pearl '94 (A&S) of 
New York City is senior manager 
at American Express Consulting. 
Gina Relaford '94 (A&S) of College 
Park, Ga., works in customer ser-
vice at the Georgia Department of 
Community Affairs. 
Haleigh J. Safran '94 (NEW) of New 
York City married Glenn D. Raff. She 
is a segment producer for t he tele-
vision program The View. 
Hilary Sample '94 (ARC) married 
Michael Meredith. She is pursuing 
a master's degree in architecture 
at Princeton University. 
Kelly Hartley Senser '94 
(A& SINEW) of Ashburn, Va., is 
associate editor for the National 
Wildlife Federation in Reston, Va. 
Rosa T. Sheng '94 (ARC) of 
Emeryville, Ca lif., married Daniel 
Lim. An associate with Bohlin 
Cywinski Jackson in Berkeley, 
Calif., Sheng was t he project archi-
t ect for the Apple SoHo Store in 
New York City, which was featured 
in the October 2002 issue of 
Architectural Record. 
Melanie Cottle Smith '94 (ARC) 
and husband Matthew B. Smith 
'94 (NEW) announce the birth of 
their son, Parker Daniel. Melanie 
owns an architectural f irm, and 
Matthew is a quality assurance 
manager for CCBN.com. 
Lara S. Turney G'94 (ARC) married 
Frank D. Coon Ill '88 (ECS). 
Debashis Dhar G'95 (ECS) and wife 
Devyani of San Leandro, Calif., 
announce the birth of their son, 
Aniket. Dhar is a software t est 
development manager for 
Autodesk Inc. 
Bridge to the Past 
When Joan Fortgang Schepps G'53 took up 
the card game of bridge as a child, little did 
she know that she would one day own the 
largest collection of trump indicators (marker 
pieces used in the game) in the United States. 
At last count, Schepps had 6oo pieces in her collection, which 
she has displayed at museums, universities, the World Bridge 
Olympiad, tournaments, and antique shows. In fact, she's 
amazed at the variety of trump indicators that exist, covering vir-
tually any subject. "I had no idea there are so many beautiful 
pigs out there among the indicators," says Schepps, a School of 
Education graduate who lives in Holyoke, Massachusetts. 
Schepps wasn't sure what 
she was buying when she 
found her first trump indica-
tor, a small porcelain chicken 
whose head spins so its beak 
can point to the appropriate 
trump suit, or "No Trump"-
indicated on the chicken's col-
lar. "It put a smile on my face, 
so I bought it," says Schepps, 
who is attracted to anything 
with a card motif. 
She started researching 
the whimsical objects and 
learned the indicators, which 
date from the late 18oos to 
the early 1930s, were used in 
the game of whist and early 
forms of bridge to remind 
players which suit was trump. She added to her collection with 
vintage Disney characters, clowns, assorted animals, folk art, 
and art deco pieces. The indicators are made from wood, metal, 
porcelain, or Bakelite, and -like her original chicken - use a cre-
ative way to designate trump. For instance, one of her metal 
pieces features a woman standing with a greyhound whose tail 
moves and points to the card suits, which are painted on a fence 
post. According to Schepps, there are only two other collections 
like hers in the world-one in Italy and the other in England. " I've 
been to Milan and I'll be going to London," she says. 
Schepps, who holds the rank of Silver Life Master and writes a 
bridge column, plans to return to campus for Reunion Weekend 
2003 and display 300 of her indicators. When she was a student 
she initiated the first bridge tournament for sororities at SU. "In 
the 'sos, it seemed like the whole Syracuse world played bridge," 
she says. "You could find a game at the dorm or sorority house 
any time of day, even in the 15 minutes between classes." 
Amy Dworsky G'95 (SWK) of 
Chicago, Ill., earned a Ph.D. in 
social work f rom the University of 
Wisconsin-M adison. She is doing 
-Lisa Miles 
research on poverty and child wel-
fare at Chapin Hall Center for 
Chi ldren at t he University of 
Chicago. 
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Roxanne Turturro Earles '95, G'96 
(SWK} of Clarksville, Tenn., is a clin-
ical social worker at Fort Camp-
bell, Kentucky. 
Eric Gaynor '95 (A&S/NEW} of 
Tyngsboro, M ass., is the executive 
director of the Chamber of 
Commerce in Medford, Mass. 
Denise Girard '95 (SWK} married 
Michael Sun '95, G'97 (ECS}. 
Denise is a geriatric case manager 
for Kaiser Permanente in Reston, 
Va., and Michael is a senior engi-
neer at Mactec Engineering in 
Sterling, Va . 
•"'•1 Rachelle D. 
Hardy '95 (ECS} 
married Mark J. 
Verone '95 
(NEW}. Rachelle 
earned a Ph.D. 
from the University of Illinois 
College of Dentistry and estab-
lished her own practice. Mark is 
Responding to International Media 
For Raanan Gissin G'75, G'78, G'79, cns1s is a way of life. The senior 
advisor to Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon starts each day at around 
4:30 a.m., scanning newspapers and preparing to brief Sharon during 
their daily 7 a.m. phone call. 
With Israel one of the most volatile-and talked 
about-trouble spots in the world, Gissin rarely 
gets a quiet day. He is 
inundated with inter-
view requests and 
works 18-hour days to 
keep up with interna-
tional news cycles. "I 
operate on continuous 
deadlines," says Gis-
sin, who has been the 
prime minister's offi-
cial spokesman to the 
foreign press since 
May 1999. "Most of 
the time the foreign 
media want quick re-
actions to events, and 
they usually want to 
do it live. With the 
Israeli clock seven 
hours ahead of the 
United States, that 
makes for a long day." 
Still, Gissin is well versed in working under 
prolonged pressure. As a colonel with the Israel 
Defense Forces during the Gulf War, he directed 
Israel's foreign press center in Tel Aviv, catering to 
around 1,ooo journalists. He often did live inter-
views while Scud missiles exploded around 
their position. 
The role of official spokesperson was not one 
that Gissin had in mind when he left Syracuse 
University in 1979 with a master's degree in tele-
vision-radio-film from the S.l. Newhouse School 
of Public Communications and master's and 
Ph.D. degrees in political science from the 
Maxwell School. "I thought I'd work in long-term 
strategic planning," Gissin says. "But during the 
war in Lebanon, my commander told me, ' I have 
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about 10 or 12 strategic planners, but I don't have 
one guy who can speak decent English in front of 
a camera.' He sent 
me to Beirut and I 
began to handle the 
press there." 
Gissin says the 
combination of poli-
tical and communi-
cations training has 
proved extremely use-
ful, allowing him to 
translate Israel's ac-
tions and strategies 
to the public through 
the media. Yet, de-
spite his training, 
Gissin says today's 
" hit-and-run" style of 
news poses a chal-
lenge for Israel. "It's 
difficult to show the 
world why we are 
doing what we do because people have preconcep-
tions and prejudices that are often fueled by our 
enemies," he says. "In addition, our message can 
sometimes be garbled or seem contradictory 
because we don't always speak in one voice-to do 
that would not be in the nature of a democracy." 
Last year, certain Israeli military actions 
toward the Palestinians brought condemnation 
from such institutions as the Vatican and the 
United Nations. Gissin's reaction is simple: "The 
truth, the truth, the truth," he says. "We state our 
case very clearly and try to take the press with us 
to show that this is a war. We admit it when we 
make mistakes-so the world may rebuke us-
but when we take harsh measures, we can also 
explain them. We're fighting for our survival, it's 
as simple as that." -Nicci Brown 
director of sales and marketing for 
Clear Channel Radio Interactive in 
Chicago. 
Timothy Mahar '95 (VPA) and wife 
Mary Pat of Liverpool, N.Y., 
announce the birth of their son, 
Liam Thomas Daniel. Mahar is 
assistant dean for external rela-
tions in SU's College of Visual and 
Performing Arts. 
Michelle Lee Ribeiro '95 (NEW} of 
New York City is the assistant 
managing editor for CosmoGIRL! 
magazine. 
Lori Sherman Shaer '95 (NEW} and 
husband Jonathan H. Shaer '95 
(A&S) of Mansfield, Mass., an-
nounce the birth of their son, 
Benjamin Jacob. 
Jennifer Barrette Trainor '95 
(NEW} of Danielson, Conn., is vice 
president of corporate marketing 
at Citizens Financial Goup, a com-
mercial bank holding company 
based in Providence, R.I. 
Kevin Dethomas G'96 (MAN} of 
New York City is vice president of 
Prudential Financial. 
ian C. Forsyth G'96 (LAW/MAX} 
married Alice A. Carpenter. He is 
an analyst for the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense. 
Jared L. Goldman '96 (VPA) of 
Natick, Mass., married Jennifer A. 
Bifano. He is a designer for 
Reebok. 
Jamie N. 
Goldstein '96 
(A&S} married 
Russell Norris. 
She is a finan-
'--~.__----...J cia I services 
consulting manager with 
Accenture in Boston. 
Ann Marie Indelicato '96 (VPA) of 
Charleston, S.C., works for Bill 
Huey & Associates, a custom 
design architectural firm. 
Todd Jamison '96 (NEW} of 
Portland, Maine, is director of 
broadcasting for the Portland Sea 
Dogs, a class-AA affiliate of the 
Boston Red Sox. 
Joshua S. Linder '96 (1ST} is 
alliance technical manager with 
Interwoven Inc. in Alpharetta, Ga . 
Melvin L. Mason '96 (NEW} is a 
staff writer for the Daily News-
Record in Harrisonburg, Va. 
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Shawn D. Miller G'96 (MAX) of 
Arlington, Va., is a social develop-
ment specialist in the environ-
mental department at the World 
Bank Group's International 
Finance Corporation. 
Erika J. Monell '96 (1ST) of 
Pequannock, N.J., is senior SAP 
basis engineer for Becton 
Dickinson. 
Joshua D. Nanberg '96 
(A& SINEW) of San Francisco was 
communications director and 
deputy campaign manager for the 
Democratic nominee for Secretary 
of State in California. 
Binh N. Nguyen '96 (ECS) of 
Bayside, N.Y., is a chiropractor at 
the Webster Avenue Medical 
Center in the Bronx. 
Thomas D. Phelan G'96 (EDU), 
president of Strategic Teaching 
Associates in Baldwinsville, N.Y., 
was named to the editorial advi-
sory board of Disaster Recovery 
Journal and to the IBM Global 
Crisis Response Team. 
laura Beth Puchkoff '96 (HD) 
married Stuart G. Tainsky. She is 
a prekindergarten teacher at the 
Eisman Day School in New York City. 
Marnie Tyler '96 (NEW) ofTampa, 
Fla., is president of Venus M edia. 
Charles D. Ball ill '97 (A&S) passed 
the Massachusetts and New York 
State bar exams and is an associ-
ate at Abe & Matsutome in Tokyo. 
Ellen Barrett G'97 (EDU) of Los 
Angeles is a fitness instructor, 
presenter, and trainer. She has 
launched a web site, www. 
buffgirlfitness.com. 
leonard Baskin Jr. '97 (VPA) of Los 
Angeles is a senior graphic artist 
for Whitespeed, an e-mail technol-
ogy company. 
John F. Clark '97 (A&S) was nomi-
nated by President George W. 
Bush to be the U.S. Marsha l for 
the East ern District of Virginia. 
Meredith Snyder Dessoye '97 
(VPA) and husband Scott 
announce the birth of their 
daughter, Zoe Taylor. Dessoye is 
regional sa les supervisor at 
Metlife in King of Prussia, Pa. 
Sterling S. Elliott G'97 (NEW) of 
Northbrook, Ill., married Sara 
Gardner. He is the president and 
owner of Silvertone Talent, an 
agency that represents profes-
sional athletes and television and 
radio personalities. 
Robin M. Fay '97 (NEW) married 
Brett J. Scheuer. She is an officer 
with the Rochester (N.Y.) Police 
Department. 
Dan Forsythe '97 (NEW) was 
accepted into the formation for 
priesthood by the Detroit Provi nee 
of the Society of Jesus, a Catholic 
order known as the Jesuits. 
Jessica Giel '97 (VPA) of Rockaway, 
N.J., married James Grassi. She is 
an art director at Gianettino & 
Meredith Advertising. 
Celeste D. Joseph G'97 (LAW), G'g8 
(NEW) married William I. Jennings. 
She is an associate producer for 
Sunrise Media, a Manhattan-
based company that produces 
television documentaries. 
John A.lahtinen G'97 (NEW) of 
Rensselaer, N.Y., is manager of 
marketing communications at 
CMA Consulting Services. 
Lisa Lieberman '97 (NEW) married 
Shawn Orser '97 (MAN). They 
reside in New York City, where Lisa 
is a bank-loan trading associate 
with The Seaport Group, and 
Shawn is an equity derivatives 
trader with Titan Capital Group. 
Natash a A. Mitchell G'97 (EDU) of 
Rockville, Md., is a professor in the 
CAPS department at the Uni-
versity of Maryland. 
Huong Nguyen '97, G'99 (ECS) of 
Rochester, N.Y., is a software engi-
neer for Eastman Kodak Company. 
Ryan O'Grady '97 (ECS) of 
Danbury, Conn., is engineering 
manager for Be limo Aircontrols 
(USA) Inc. 
Eleanor Oh '97 (A&S) of Astoria, 
N.Y., is a social worker at Mt. Sinai 
Hospital. 
Rebekah C. Phelps '97 (VPA) of 
M aplewood, N.J., married 
Lawrence J. Forlenza. She is a 
facilities designer at Oppenheimer 
Funds in New York City. 
Monica T. Roberts G'97 (EDU) is 
assistant director for counseling 
at Syracuse University's Center for 
Career Services. 
Alison B. Rubenstein G'97 (NEW) 
of Philadelphia joined the litiga-
tion services department of 
Schnader Harrison Segal & lewis. 
Michael B. Sheehan '97 (A&S/ 
NEW) of Albuquerque is commu-
nications director for the New 
Mexico Scorpions Hockey Club. 
Jeffrey Smallidge '97 (ECS) of 
Whitman, Mass., is a design engi-
neer for Walker Parking Consult-
ants in Boston. 
Nozomi Tomita G'97 (MAX) of 
Paris, France, is first secretary of 
the Delegat ion of Japan to the 
OECD. 
Kimesha I. Best 
'98 (A&S/EDU) 
married Robert 
T. Northway '99 
(NEW). They 
reside in 
Buffalo, N.Y., where Kimesha is a 
mathematics teacher at Orchard 
Park Central High School, and 
Robert is a marketing administra-
tor for M&T Bank. 
Fara Cantor '98 (A&S/EDU) mar-
ried Stephen Pope '98 (A&S). Fara 
is a t erritory manager for Ross 
Labs, based in Columbus, Ohio, 
and Stephen is a business devel-
opment manager for the New 
York City office of Atlanta-based 
Randstad North America. They 
reside in Riverdale, N.Y. 
Shannon Herbert Goddard '98 
(A&S) of Brighton, M ass., is a 
preschool teacher at Bright 
Horizons Family Solutions, 
Harborview Children's Center. 
Paul Lieber '98 (NEW) of Baton 
Rouge, La., is pursuing a Ph.D. 
degree in mass communication 
and public affairs at Louisiana 
State University's Manship School 
of Mass Communication. 
Joanne R. McDougal '98 (NUR), a 
registered nurse at Crawford Long 
Hospital in Atlant a, is pursuing a 
mast er's degree in nursing at 
Emory University. 
Robert Milne G'98 (LAW), a part-
ner at Dewey Ballentine in New 
York City, was named to the 
National Law Journal's 2002 "40 
under 40" list. 
Sarah Molinari '98 (A&S/ NEW) of 
Churchville, N.Y., was a member of 
the issues and research team for 
the Golisano for Governor of New 
York campaign. 
Jordana Morse '98 (NEW) of Fairfax, 
Va., married Cotayba AI-Saigh. 
Sheri A. Nichols '98 (A&S) married 
Peter Lorey Jr. G'o1 (A&S). Sheri is 
a pharmacist at Tops Market 
Pharmacy, and Peter is an environ-
mental analyst with Severn Trent 
Laboratories. They reside in 
Tonawanda, N.Y. 
Nancy B. Parish '98 (VPA) of 
Gainsville, Fla., is a graduate stu-
dent at the University of Florida. 
Alyson Salon '98 (A&S/ NEW) of 
Chevy Chase, Md., married Marc 
Marlin. She is a graphic designer 
for Education Week, a national 
weekly educational newspaper. 
Herbert W. Snyder G'98 (1ST) 
received a U.S. Fulbright 
Scholarship to teach and conduct 
research at a universit y in Ukraine. 
He serves as an assistant profes-
sor of management at Fort Lewis 
College in Durango, Colo. 
Yvonne Szymko G'98 (EDU) mar-
ried Mark Bennett G'98 (MAN). 
They reside in Platte City, Mo. 
Jason Velez '98 (MAN) of Elms-
ford, N.Y., is operations officer for 
Citigroup. 
Sara Verhey '98 (NEW) of Hobo-
ken, N.J., is account manager for 
MTV Networks in New York City. 
Sarah E. Bienias '99 (A&S) married 
David M. Wrazen. She t eaches 
high school science at the Learn-
ing Center for Deaf Children in 
Framingham, M ass. 
Kathryn Carter '99 (A&S) married 
John Slotman. She is a legislative 
assistant to U.S. Rep. Jack Quinn 
(R-N.Y.) in Washington, D.C. 
Mary J. Cella '99 (HD/VPA) is assis-
t ant to the vice president of sales 
and marketing at Versace, where 
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she is responsible for sales analy-
sis, market research, and commu-
nications for the company's Milan 
offices. 
Maria Y. Cruz '99 (A&S) of San 
Francisco is human resources 
manager/sales/executive assis-
tant for Hotovec, Pomeranz & Co. 
Miles F. Grant '99 (NEW) is pro-
ducer of the Wash ington Report at 
Newschannel 8 in Springfield, Va. 
Tara Hogan '99 
(VPA) is a graph-
ic designer for 
Cowley Associ-
ates in Syracuse. 
Melissa Ifill '99 (A&S) of Brooklyn 
is a social worker for the New York 
Founding Hospital. 
Jessica lncitto '99 (A&S) of Wash-
ington, D.C., is press secretary for 
U.S. Rep. Deborah Pryce (R-Ohio). 
Demetrise B. Jordan-Downs '99 
(A&S) earned a master's degree in 
architecture. She is a graduat e as-
sistant in the Department of Rec-
reational Sports at Ohio State Uni-
versity, pursuing a master's degree 
in sports management. 
Katharine Kalmakis '99 (A&S) 
married John Moran '99 (A&S). 
They reside in Philadelphia, where 
John is pursuing a master's 
degree at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Lauren Levine '99 (HD) of Aurora, 
Colo., is a child and family therapist 
w ith Adams Ment al Health Center. 
Rebeccah Winters MacCaull '99 
(VPA) is a designer at Ashley 
McGraw Int eriors in Syracuse. 
Elizabeth Mawn '99 (NEW) mar-
ried Christopher Psaros. They 
reside in Quincy, M ass., w here 
Elizabeth is a marketing supervi-
sor for Stop & Shop 
Supermarket s. 
John E. McCarthy '99 (MAN/NEW) 
works at Met ro Radio Sports on 
WEE! Radio in Bost on. 
Jean L. Miner '99 (A&S) married 
David Gardner. She is a healt h 
care representat ive w ith Pf izer 
Pharmaceuticals. 
Melissa Romig '99 (A& SINEW) of 
Brookline, Mass., is an interactive 
data analyst for Carat Interactive 
in Boston. 
Kristina Hegedus Spindel '99 
(NUR) and husband Ron an-
nounce the birth of their son, Luke 
Lee. Spindel is assigned to Walter 
Reed Army Medical Center in 
Washington, D.C., as charge nurse 
in the Eisenhower Executive 
Nursing Suite. 
Seth Warren '99 (MAN) of Carmel, 
Ind., is executive vice president 
and COO of St. Anthony Memorial 
Health Centers. 
Alison M. Waters G'99 (LAW) of 
Rochester, N.Y., is an associate at 
Hiscock Barclay Superston & Day. 
Laura Zeitchik '99 (EDU) married 
Kevin Bookman. While pursuing a 
master's degree, she is working as 
a substitute teacher for the U.S. 
Department of Defense Schools in 
Belgium, where the couple reside. 
Jennifer M. Acree 'oo (A&S) is an 
associat e for college relations in 
Syracuse University's College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
Genevieve Border 'oo (A&S) mar-
ried Nathan B. Alexander 'oo 
(MAN). They reside in Connecticut, 
w here Nathan is a senior auditor 
for Deloitte & Touche. 
Gary R. Buono 'oo (ARC) of 
Shrewsbury, Mass., married 
Meridith L. Roy. He is employed 
by Carlson Associates. 
Brian Casey 'oo (A& S) of Hing-
ham, Mass., is in his t hird yea r as 
head coach of the w omen's rugby 
team at Brandeis University. 
Jessica M. Crawford 'oo (A&S), 
G'o1 (MAX) of Liverpool, N.Y., is an 
associat e director in the Office of 
Government and Community 
Relat ions at Syracuse University. 
Alan Delimon 'oo (1ST) is an eBusi-
ness softw are developer for Xerox 
Corp. in Rochest er, N.Y. 
Karen V. Fox G'oo (MAX) of 
Lakewood, Colo., is an assistant 
professor at the University of 
Colorado Health Sciences Center. 
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Eileen R. Geller 'oo (NEW) of 
Richmond, Va., is a producer at 
WWBT. 
Timothy Kochman 'oo (A&S) of 
Tinton Falls, N.J., was commis-
sioned as a second lieutenant in 
the U.S. Marine Corps. 
Kaseem Ladipo 'oo (ECS) of 
Atlanta is a student coordinator at 
Summerbridge Atlanta. 
Rebecca Marion G'oo (NEW) of 
Wynant skill, N.Y., is director of 
public affairs for the Retail Council 
of New York State. 
Marilin Martinez-Walker G'oo 
(LAW) of East Syracuse, N.Y., joined 
Sugarman law firm in the litiga-
t ion department . 
Chad B. Miller 'oo (A&S) is pursu-
ing a doctorat e of pharmacy at 
the University of the Sciences in 
Philadelphia. 
Jena Montante 'oo (1ST) of Arling-
t on, Va., is a quality assurance spe-
cialist for Datat ellnc. in Fairfax, Va. 
Christian Nikodem 'oo (MAN) of 
Campbell, Calif., is a case designer 
for legacy Capit al Group 
California. 
Marcia K. Small 'oo (MAN) of 
l eominster, Mass., is an assist ant 
buyer at Fi lene's in Boston. 
Steve H. Woo 'oo (VPA) is presi-
dent of StudiOANY Productions. 
Sally B. Barton G'o1 (EDU) married 
Dean P. Dingee. She is an academ-
ic advisement specialist at 
Monroe Community College in 
Rochester, New York. 
Carolyn R. Byrne 'o1 (HD) married 
DouglasS. Eingurt 'oo (NEW). 
Carolyn is attending the 
University of California at Los 
Angeles, and Douglas is a produc-
t ion assistant w it h Pariah Films. 
Jessica E. Cauffman 'o1 (NEW), 
married David G. Hanthorn '01 
(ECS). They reside in London, 
Conn., w here David is a naval 
officer. 
Johanna Coale 'o1 (NEW) of 
Arlingt on, Va., is a market ing 
associat e for the Advisory 
Board Company. 
Joy Davia '01 (A&S), a medical 
reporter for the Charleston Gaz-
ette, received the Media Award 
f rom the West Virginia Psycho-
logical Association for her report-
ing on public issues concerning 
mental illness and healt h parit y. 
Ryan Fischer 'o1 (A& SI NEW) is a 
news producer at WHDH-TV 
(7NBC) in Bost on. 
Susan Fitzmaurice G'o1 (EDU) of 
Novi, Mich., is coordinator of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act 
for Dearborn, M ich., and liaison t o 
t he city's Commission on Disa-
bility Concerns. 
Aaron Fried G'o1 (EDU) of Syra-
cuse is an adjunct inst ructor in 
the biology department at SUNY 
Cortland. 
Arielle Greenberg G'01 (A& S) of 
Dedham, Mass., earned a master 
offine arts degree f rom Syracuse 
University. A full-t ime teacher at 
Bentley College near Bost on, she 
recently publ ished her fi rst book 
of poems, Given (Verse Press). 
Corey Hann '01 (A&S) is southern 
marketing manager for the 
Educat ion Resources Inst itute, a 
Boston-based nonprof it organiza-
t ion t hat provides education 
f inance services and college 
access and information programs. 
Belen Hernandez 'o1 (NUR) mar-
ried Robert Gibilaro 'oo (VPA). 
They reside in Nashville, Tenn., 
where Belen is a registered nurse 
at Vanderbi lt Ch ildren's Hospital, 
and Robert is a computer pro-
grammer for V. Alexander, an 
import /export company. 
Yoon-Ho Jung G'o1 (MAX) is first 
secret ary at t he Embassy of the 
Republic of Korea. 
Kristin M. Kane '01 (A& S/ NEW) is 
an editorial assist ant for Parenting 
Magazine in New York City. 
Michele McCieerey 'o1 (MAN) of 
Bost on is a distribution and sales 
program trainee for General 
Electric Supply. 
Katelyn O'Brien '01 (VPA) of 
Washingt on, D.C., is communica-
t ions designer for Next linx Corp. 
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Celebrating Latino Culture 
Magdalena Thomson Garcia G'92 remembers a question posed 
by one of her College of Visual and Performing Arts professors, 
the late Herb Williams. "What is the purpose of ethnic muse-
ums?" Williams asked the class. 
Garcia was knowledgeable about art his-
tory and museums, but wasn't sure about 
the need for museums that focused on a 
specific population. "I'm here to find out," 
she replied. 
Garcia must have liked what she learned. 
After earning a master's degree in museum 
studies, she returned to her childhood 
hometown of Omaha, Nebraska, where she 
conceived the idea of a Hispanic museum 
and cultural center. In 1993, Garcia's dream 
became a reality when £/ Museo Latino 
(www.elmuseolatino.org) was established, 
becoming the first Latino art and history 
museum and cultural center in the 
Midwest. "Professor Williams's question 
made me see the value of maintaining and 
continuing cultural traditions-aesthetic 
and historical," Garcia says. " Museums like 
this also offer non-Hispanic populations 
the opportunity to learn." 
received the 1996 Sower Award from the 
Nebraska Humanities Council and the 
2002 Governor's Arts Awards-Heritage 
Award for overall excellence. In 1995, 
Garcia was honored as the Omaha YWCA's 
Woman of Distinction in t he Arts and 
Humanities. "She really has a gift," says 
Terrence Ferguson, chair of the Nebraska 
Arts Council. " We are grateful she's here." 
Garcia has created a center for perma-
nent and touring exhibitions, including 
CHOMARI Ballet Folklorico Mexicano, 
which presents traditional dances native to 
various regions of Mexico; annual festivals 
celebrating Cinco de Mayo and Hispanic 
Heritage Month; bilingual computer class-
es, art classes, and school programs. The 
museum also has an artists-in-residence 
program that brings visiting artists into the 
local schools, and has established a cul-
tural exchange with the University of 
Chihuahua in Mexico. 
roots was nurtured at SU. She credits VPA 
professor Edward Aiken, chair of the muse-
um studies graduate program, as being a 
mentor, and fondly recalls a class in gallery 
design and installation. "We were encour-
aged to pursue our individual interests," 
she says. "I still love to work on the wide 
range of curatorial and exhibit designs for 
each exhibition." 
The museum, which now welcomes 
more than 53,000 visitors annually, Garcia says her journey back to her 
Looking back on that day a decade ago 
when £/ Museo Latino opened, Garcia 
remembers Herb Williams calling to con-
gratulate her. Referring to his question 
about ethnic museums, he told her, " I see 
that you learned." -Suzanne Arney 
Curtis Russell Jr. '01 (1ST) of 
Bloomfield, N.J., is a PC/ LAN 
management associate with 
Public Service Enterprise Group 
in Newark. 
Anthony J. Schultz '01 (VPA) of 
Hoboken, N.J., is editor for Grey 
Worldwide-NY. 
Alejandro Turbay 'o1 (NEW) is 
advert ising and marketing associ-
ate for Litt le, Brown and Company 
Publishing in New York City. 
Christopher Wallace '01 (A&S) of 
Arlington, Va., is territory manager 
at Shaw Indust ries. 
Brian M. White '01 (NEW), G'o2 
(MAX) of Arlington, Va., is a con-
sultant for Booz Allen Hamilton in 
Fa lls Church, Va. 
Tsz Ming Yu G'01 (MAN) of 
Westborough, Mass., is associate 
act uarial analyst for Fidelity 
Investments. 
Nakeisha N. 
Baker 'o2 (A& S) 
married 
Chauncey J. 
Dickson. She is 
a school 
psychologist intern at Seymour 
Elementary School in Syracuse. 
Kimberlee Baxter G'o2 (NEW) of 
Syracuse is a sports reporter for 
the Post-Standard. 
Jessica Cashman G'o2 (EDU) of 
Brooklyn is a related services 
provider w ith t he New York City 
Board of Educat ion-District 14. 
Wendy Dann-Mirskin G'o2 (VPA) 
of Ithaca, N.Y., made her Syracuse 
St age directoria l debut wit h 
Chesapeake. She has t aught act-
ing and performed in The Heidi 
Chronicles, Educating Rita, Kelly 
and Du, Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Wolff, and Amadeus. 
Henry J. Ford Jr. G'o2 (MAX), G'o2 
(LAW) of Chicago, Ill., is staff coun-
sel for Business and Professional 
People for the Public Int erest. 
Alexis R. Frank '02 (1ST) is urban 
promotion AIS consultant for Def 
Jam/Def Soul in New York City. 
Heather Fraser G'o2 (ARC) of 
Norwalk, Conn., is an intern arch i-
tect at Haverson Architecture and 
Design in Greenwich. 
Amy R. Gunning '02 (A&S) of 
Stat en Island, N.Y., works for 
lnvestcorp International. 
Jacqueline Hassell 'o2 (A& S) is a 
public relations specialist at Reilly 
Communications in South Boston. 
Garrett Heater '02 (VPA) is the 
audience development manager 
for the Syracuse Symphony 
Orchest ra. 
Kianna Huntley G'o2 (NUR) of 
Owings Mills, Md., is a registered 
nurse. 
Vincent J.lmbesi G'o2 (LAW) is an 
attorney with Bruno Gerbino & 
Soriano in Bethpage, N.Y. 
Lindsay M. Jones 'o2 (A&S) of 
Chicago, Il l., is a sales assistant at 
WBBM TV CBS-Chicago. 
Ann Kardos '02 (A& S) of Denver 
teaches English as a second lan-
guage at Bridge Internationa l 
School. 
David Kelch '02 (NEW) of Kansas 
City, Mo., is yout h director for 
Bristol Hill United Methodist 
Church. 
Philip R. Kirkpatrick G'o2 (LAW) of 
St. Louis, Mo., is an associat e in 
the law office ofThompson 
Coburn. 
Kevin Klein '02 (VPA) is the 
evening disc jockey at 10o.g/w 6.5 
K-ROCK in Syracuse. He goes by 
the name "Kevin: The Night -Rider." 
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David A. Levinthal '02 (A&S) is the New 
Hampshire statehouse correspondent for 
the Lawrence (Mass.) Eagle-Tribune. 
Jennifer C. Lyons 'o2 (1ST) is an audiolo-
gist at the Central Carolina Ear, Nose, 
Throat , and Audiology Center. 
Christine A. Mathews '02 (EDU) of 
Stafford, Va., is an elementary educator 
for the Stafford County Public Schools. 
Nicole M. Mudloff '02 (NEW) of 
Philadelphia is a management trainee 
for Enterprise Rent-a-Car in Bala 
Cynwyd, Pa. 
Stephanie M. Riley 'o2 (MAN) of Syracuse 
is a financial analyst at Lockheed Martin 
Corp. 
Dean Schuler '02 (A&S) of Syracuse is an 
eighth-grade social studies t eacher at 
Jamesville-Dewitt M iddle School. 
Brooke Seitz '02 (NEW) of Baltimore is an 
account executive for WJZ Channel13-
Kristen Telker '02 (NEW) of New Britain, 
Conn., is an associate technical analyst 
for Cigna Corp. 
Alexander Truitt 'o2 (A&S) of New York 
City is a paralegal for John E. Osborn. 
Shannon Van Dyke G'o2 (EDU) is a sixth-
grade teacher with the Albany City School 
District. 
Christine Warnke '02 (1 ST) of Waltham, 
Mass., is assistant t echnology coordina-
tor at Mt. Alvernia High School, a privat e 
girls school in Newton, Mass. 
Meredith K. Wilson 'o2 (EDU) is an early 
intervention instructional assistant w ith 
the Chest er County Intermediate Unit in 
Exton, Pa. 
Jaime Winne '02 (NEW) 
is an intern at the John 
F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts in 
Washington, D.C. 
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1921 Margaret C. Mercer, Ann Putnam Miller 
1922 Mae Norton Folt s, Marguerite Beld ing 
Perkins 
1925 Jesse H. Barkin, Harold C. Martin 
1926 Mary Grady Abend, Martha Rundel l 
Ditmars, Benjamin Karp, Harry Rosefsky 
1927 Marie E. Branch, Virginia Pearce Eckert, 
Helen Wright Gaughn, Helen Johnson 
MacDonald, L. Seymour Parsons, Dorothea 
Sparks Tuttle 
1928 Edna Kohnst amm Bernstein, Ardis 
Atkinson Cannon, Harriet Pinchbeck 
Carpenter, Ruth Webster Grant, Hazel Wa lliser 
Lee, Florence Meek Nowicki, Editha Sterling 
Osborne, Emiel D. Palmer, Naomi Layton Pratt, 
Helen LeButt Spence, Frances Weller Wooda ll 
1929 Edyth V. Behr, JohnS. Bradt , Lauretta 
Savard Peck, Anita Carpenter Richardson, Errol 
E. Woodward 
1930 Kathryn Kohler Albee, Frances Mangan 
De Laura, Howard M. Doner, J. Robert Henry, 
Daniel D. Perry, Clifford P. Ta llcott 
1931 J. Lewis DuMond, Irving H. Isenberg, 
Virginia Loper Pozzo, Marion Kratzer Reeves, 
Esther Haseltine Schiavone 
1932 Sophie R. Adler, Florence Myron 
Bachman,J. Howard Carlson, Belle Braude 
Cohen, William H. Crowie, Miriam Kelley 
House, Alma Chidester Lindeke, Marjorie J. 
May, Dorothy Palmer McVinnie,James W. 
Nolan, Francis E. Traver 
1933 Helen Hand Ackerman, Marion 
Witherel Austin, Marion Day Beebe, Nicholas 
L. Canale, Mildred Wood Conant, HowardS. 
Lawrence, Herbert B. McKean, Harry E. Nuse, 
Helene Bladen Schwartz, Robert L. Tinurelli, 
Benjamin H. Vail, Betty Austin Wayland-Smith 
1934 Frances Fessenden Blocher, Agnes 
Gleiner Cole, Gordon D. Hale, Allan W. Handy, 
Inger Glahn Klyver, W ill iam B. Melchior, 
Harriet E. Mitchell, Jeanne Umpleby Schamel, 
Karl R. Van Tassel 
1935 Norman R. Appleton, Maurice Brown, 
Edmund D. Dwyer, Winifred W. Haggart, 
Arthur E. Harris, Bernice Sarson Jensen, Henry 
A. Jones, Edith Laurie Loftus, Robert H. Wood 
1936 W. Howard Cowan, George A. Farrah, 
Glenn A. Keyes, Henry Lathrop, Dorothy 
Whiton Persons, Frances Kingsley Plaut, Clarke 
H. Pohl, ArthurS. Stewart, Dorothy Krouse 
Svenson, James W. Wells, Paul D. Zimmer 
1937 Jane Beeler Chur, Bernard Horowitz, 
Frances Martin Newsom, Gertrude Coughlin 
Osborne, Lucy Rotondo Pannia, Dorothy Ward 
Sagona, Helen G. Sammons, William A. 
Silberberg, E. Margaret Boiler Stevens 
1938 Martin L. Bradford, Helen Kesel 
Cavanagh, Jean Sweetman Fisk, Miriam 
Newman Kaufman, Mary Morrison Kirkey 
1939 Violet Bowen Bishop, Louise Melita 
Bockelmann, Arthur W. Davis Jr., Frederick C. 
Eckel, Vera Krasity Fatjo, Sarah Field Gensler, 
Samuel Gersten, Richard A. Given, Francis P. 
Mulholland, Carl H. Rise Jr., Melvin A. Sil liman, 
Shirley Kenyon Windolf 
1940 Barnard L. Allen, Ruth Ashburn, Edward 
S. Babcock, Dorothy Wende Devlin, William C. 
Flachsland Jr., Elizabeth Stewart Hessney, 
Gretchen Riemer Jenkins, Irving R. Lane, 
Dorothy Emert Lea, Albert A. Manganelli, 
Charles W. Myron, Mary Walpole Renaud, 
Robert L. Ridings, Ruth E. Scarborough, Albert 
G. Sims, Johannes H. Snyder, Herbert Val en, 
Edward P. Yackel 
1941 Faye Diamond Berman, Arthur W. 
Brecknell, Elbert W. Burr, Roy K. Clarkson, 
J. Kenneth Forbes, John E. Horrocks, Athena 
Caperois Kouray, Christian X. Kouray, Ira M. 
Laurien, James M . Moore, John Morison, Fred 
R. Pettis, Edward A. Rice, Howard E. Shanklin, 
Harvey C. Smith, Harry H. Tibken, Robert E. 
Werder, John E. Wertime 
1942 Edna Testa Bassett, Richard J. 
Buecheler, Anne Conan Flood, Irvin M. 
Franklin, Marjorie Allen Friel, Leonard S. 
Isaacs, Muriel Rayman Koretz, Patricia Avery 
La bach, Virginia Smith Malmros, Robert W. 
Miller, Edward J. Ouellette, Carlton E. Quick, 
Elizabeth Russell Rogers, James F. Viglione, 
Frederick N. West 
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1943 Jack H. Backman, Alice Bennett Brew, 
Robert W. Delong, Ruth Derbyshire Larkin, 
Wayne M. Schrag, Hermann J. Scremin, 
Patricia McDonald Steen, Geraldine Hardy 
Turner, James E. Twining Jr., Roger P. Williams, 
Norma Sturge Zachary 
1944 Elaine A. Baumann, Florence Gridley 
Dygert, Charles H. Towell, E. LeRoy 
Zimmerman 
1945 Virginia Fuller Acker, Margaret A. 
Austin, Mildred T. Bauer, Beverly Shattell 
Freund, Jane Beckwith Giumarra, Martha 
Sheedy Murray, Donald E. Weese, Barbara 
Woods Weiss, Wilma Kallen berg Wilson 
1946 William H. Alderson, Evelyn Roberson 
Crozier, Marco J. Deiulio, Herbert H. Jacob, 
Edmund W. Meisenhelder Ill, Carol Kolbe 
Rustemeyer, Thomas H.S. Wolever 
1947 Bruce M. Allen, Dolores Gooth 
Am rose, Lena Wranish Clayton, Margarett 
Nygaard Collins, Dale Comfort, Mildred 
Buckley McCarthy, Lester W. Minton, Arthur J. 
Muller, Tina Ca rpentiere Murphy, Stan ley F. 
Nowocienski, Richard M. Palmer, Geraldine 
Percival Turner 
1948 DeWitt F. Blase, Dudley H. Clayton, 
George E. Dalton, Edwin J. Downie, Sylvia 
Agar Flink, Richard E. Gabel, Georgette 
Perryman Galloway, Daniel V. Lent, Cecile 
Walker Midgley, Robert C. Morris, Wilma L. 
Shultz, William J. Sours Jr., Gabriel T. Turula 
1949 Elizabeth Clarke Andrews, Nancy 
Miller Andrus, Winif red Pollock Bengelsdorf, 
Richard C. Bizzozero, Donald L. Burton, Robert 
A. Canyock, Philip Feigel son, Wanda Grant 
Gabri lovitch, Porter W. Homer, Walter Huang, 
Jack F. Kimball, Robert F. M ayer, Ronald E. 
Rowley, Mary Cianci Santulli, Robert P. 
Sauerwein, Richard C. Spross, Donald J. Stiles, 
Mary Vetrone Szymborski, Amelia Andriello 
Vassilion, Edmund J. Vitkus, Theodore F. 
Waidele Jr., Chester J. Winters 
1950 Salvatore J. Amico, Nancy J. Anderson, 
George Andrews, Mary Buell Barrett, St anley 
Beckett, Lewis H. Berk, Neva Allan son Bibko, 
Robert H. Bra do, George B. Burton, John E. 
Evans, George R. Furey, Gerard D. Gilard, Robert 
S. Gordenstein,James G. Hamlett, Laurence T. 
Hosie Jr., Albert Kushner, lan R. Little, Paul A. 
Lomolino, Joseph K. Murphy, Gorham I. 
Newton Jr., John L. pfeiffer, Robert A. Rapp, 
Myron S. Roberts, Carolyn Endres Rogovy, 
Margaret J. Schwartz, Sidney M. Smith, 
Howard J. Unold Jr., John P. Van Buren, 
William L. Webb, Leon L. Weise, WalterS. 
Wetterhall, Sheila Dewey Whittington, 
Freeman M. Williams 
1951 Nancy Bacon Barr, Barbara Mower 
Brown, Robert J. Carroll, Joseph P. Ceran, Rose 
Leventer Englander, George T. Jarrett Jr., Keith 
W. Kline, Joseph W. Marshall Jr., Barbara 
Richman Mirken, Robert A. Pfister, Warren 
Pforter Jr., Regina Robaczewski, Bernard R. 
Singer 
1952 Bruce F. Bartholomew, Donald M . 
Bronstein, Ernest 0 . Codier, Frederick P. Conte, 
John A. Dipietro, Benjamin E. Dolphin, Lewis 
A. Goldberg, Marshall J. Grauer, Alan M . 
Grossman, Robert B. Johnson, Charles C. 
Kysor, Mary Riddle Lambie, John J. 
McGranahan, Elaine Goldberg Mesnick, 
William L. Steven, Joyce Houghton Vejnoska 
1953 William J. Carew, Frederick R. Selch, 
Margaret Hogan Trespasz 
1954 Charles A. Blank, Bernice Goldberg 
Chesler, William F. Edmonds Jr., Dwight J. 
Huffman, Samuel G. Johnson, RalphS. 
Kaczor, Herman L. Marder, Richard A. 
Preibisch, Charlene Mills Randall, Jeanne 
Byrnes Ryan, Dorothy Phillips Ward 
1955 Richard D.G. Belfie, M arion Dewitt 
Mabee, Lawrence P. MacQueen, Joel K. Ryan 
1956 Florence M . Alexander, Charles A. 
Mcintosh Jr., Gene Namkoong, Joan 
Walmsley Wells 
1957 Marvin L. Brown, Mildred Antes 
Cleveland, Iva G. Michael, Eugene Rogot, 
Michael P. Smyth, Janet O'Brien Woodard 
1958 Gino A. Canale, John M . Doney, Wesley 
A. Flower, Florence Lees Large, Peter R. 
Morehouse 
1959 Lonnie J. M iller, Kenneth E. Page, 
Kenneth E. Schumaker Jr., Morton Si lverman 
1960 An na Arnold Cu lp, Ba rbara Minerosa 
LaNeve 
1961 James V. Brennen 
1962 Ralph 0. Leese berg, Walter J. Paltz Jr. 
1963 Caroline Griggs Hyman 
1964 Jack 0. Bouton, Jane E. Glassman, Lynn 
P. M adden, James B. Scott, Margaret Doe 
Sovie, Robert R. Stampa lia, Elizabeth Myers 
Stern man 
1965 Terrence P. Jackson, Pauline Monsour 
Klupinski, Daniel H. Lennox 
1966 Ronald W. Bullock, Carol A. Case, Alvin 
D. Falso, Louis J. Gale, Lester E. London, 
Charles W. Marsfelder, Catherine M. O'Brien, 
Carolyn A. Rhinehart, Richard W. Sage Jr. 
1967 Jay E. Anderson, Paul V. Crapsi, Barbara 
Bajkowski Peppard, Mollie Miller Smith 
1968 William E. Alexander, Leonard G. 
Cordone, Roberta Bennett Dlouhy, Clair H. 
Fancy, John R. Haney, Joseph C. Pi lato, Barry 
M. Richmond 
1969 William R. Crosby 
1970 Homer G. Benton, Julia T. Mcgraw, 
Stephan R. Sa kales, Woodrow W. Snyder 
1971 James J. Frasca, Wesley J. McJulien 
1972 Barbara Kashdin Stern 
1973 Saint Luke Sconiers, Richard M. 
Wheeler 
1974 Gerald H. Liepshutz, Barbara A. Major, 
James P. Tinker Sr. 
1975 Kathleen Rooney Allen, Jessica 
Blackman Freedman, James R. Friel 
19n Judith Metzger Tibbits 
1978 Josephine A. Parisi, Linda Feria Reef 
1979 Nita Yulman Adriance, Kevin A. 
Hundshamer, Glenn A. Steinfast 
1980 Evelyn Brown Stanton 
1981 Edward J. Daniszewski, James C. Mills Jr. 
1984 Donald R. Robinson 
1985 Dorothy Siegrist Warren 
1987 G. Gerald Giblin 
1988 Patricia Hal l Hough, Kevin J. Kennedy 
1989 Michael J. DeCapua 
1990 Basil P. Petach 
1996 Heather J. DePaolo-Johnny 
1997 Will iam B. Jones 
1999 M ark K. Haruf, Wayne W. Hicks, John P. 
Nee, Ann E. Pi llow 
Faculty Michael 0. Sawyer '41, G'47, G'52, 
Abraham Vein us 
Students Andrew M cClune, Mark D. 
Ozminkowski 
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